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ABSTRACT
In the past, energy was not an issue because of rela-
tively low prices and abundant supplies. Today, we have
been forced to reevaluate our life styles and reconceptual-
ize the relationship between man, the ecosystem, the
production system and the economic system. Man's survival
as well as America's security will depend on immediate
solutions to these problems.
The Roxbury Action Program is a non-profit planning
and development corporation that owns and manages subsi-
dized housing projects as well as provides supportive
services for families living in Highland Park - one of
Boston's blighted inner city communities. Since R.A.P. is
involved in planning, managing and developing housing,
their activities offer an unique opportunity to demonstrate
how community-based energy conservation strategies can be
an effective community development tool. This research
synthesizes current information related to people, housing
and energy. From this, priorities are established for
improving energy management in existing R.A.P. properties
and in future projects. In order to define R.A.P.'s role
as a community planner and organizer, this thesis assesses
the energy crisis' impact on Highland Park and the effective-
ness of existing responses to this problem. Throughout, a
balance of attention is focused on technical as well as
policy and organizational issues in energy management.
Name and Title of Thesis Supervisor:
Philip L. Clay
Assistant Professor
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1INTRODUCTION
Highland Park
Roxbury is the hub of the city's Black community. The
residents of Roxbury, like other minority communities
throughout the country, have experienced the injustices
and inequities that ultimately result in social and
economic deprivation. This has been reflected in the
deterioration of housing. Highland Park is a section of
Roxbury that is the study area for this thesis. It is one
of the most historic sections of the city.
Highland Park's principal development occurred during
the 1825-1870 period. During this time, city residents
purchased land in order to escape the congestion of city
life in hopes of molding a viable residential community.
After this period, the area experienced an intensification
of land use and development. During this new era, the
change from single houses to row houses occurred. From
1900-1970, the area was discarded by its original inhabitants
for new suburban locations. This process produced deterior-
ation and abandonment as investment capital was withdrawn
and absentee ownership continued to prevail.
Even though Highland Park has experienced an era of
decline, it is a very fascinating neighborhood because of
its unique building types and scenic views. Although the
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community is small, it has a diversity of social and
ethnic backgrounds since many families have been living
in the area for a long time. An increasing percentage of
young professionals have become attracted to the area.
A comprehensive planning and development effort by the
Roxbury Action Program, have proved to be a stabilizing
force in the area.
The Roxbury Action Program
Our national housing dilemma reflects an array of com-
plex interrelated problems. The nature of housing problems
and the many variables that influence the price of housing
makes it difficult for one approach or strategy to solve
the problem. The Roxbury Action Program is a good example
of a community planning and development corporation that
has continually taken a diverse and comprehensive approach
to housing and community development.
RAP's social program provides youth as well as elderly
services. Each year RAP sponsors projects and activities
that are an unifying force within the community (ie. Kwanza
activities, urban gardening, Insight Awards, Youth Drop-In
Center, Highland Park Survival Fund, Scholarship Funds etc.).
In terms of housing strategies, RAP has two major goals.
First, to expand and improve existing housing opportunities.
Since neighborhood preservation and stabilization is a
imajor concern, new housing must be responsive to the
3
incomes that exist in the area. In Highland Park, the
median income is $6500. The second goal is to acquire
better control of the community's resources. Approximate-
ly 25% of the buildings in the area are abandoned and a
significant percentage are owned by absentee landlords.
Faced with the reality of low incomes, scarce resources,
limited access to available capital and rising prices;
RAP has experienced considerable success. RAP has ac-
quired, completely rehabilitated, manages and has an
ownership position in 26 buildings worth $1,728,000 in
1973. These buildings contain 97 lwo and moderate income
families.
Until recently, the cost of energy did not significantly
influence the design and planning of housing. This is
revealed by examining the construction and design of older
building types. Future housing strategies will have to
address the impact that rising energy prices have on
supplying housing services to low and moderate income
families. Many of the houses that low income families
occupy were once inhabited by and built for higher income
groups; families that could afford the luxury of heating
large spaces since the price of energy at that time was
inexpensive. Even recently, subsidized projects have been
built without considering energy-saving features. The
recent foreclosure of many government-insured properties
reveals how short-cuts can easily jeopardize a project's
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economic viability (ie. no insulation, poor window fenestra-
tion, shoddy construction, inexpensive materials etc.).
Goals and Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to determine what
actions RAP can take to reduce utility expenses in existing
properties that they manage as well as in future substantial
rehabilitation and new construction projects. Another major
concern is to assess RAP's role in response to the energy
crisis' impact on Highland Park. To accomplish these
objectives, the scope of this research is designed to
answer the following questions: Why is an energy conserva-
tion program needed in Highland Park? What would be the
nature and emphasis of such a program? What are the
criteria for analyzing inefficient energy management?
What are the costs and benefits of utilizing energy-saving
modifications in existing and future projects?
In order to answer the questions that have been
formulated, this thesis synthesizes recent studies done on
the energy crisis, its impact on low and moderate income
families, and ways to conserve energy. Chapter one con-
tains background information and the chapters that follow
define RAP's role as a community planner, manager and
developer.
After understanding the nature, scope and costs involved
in developing a conservation program, RAP will be in a
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better position to decide the scale and degree of
committment that they can invest in implementation given
their resources as well as the resources of other programs.
This document is a tool that will help RAP to maximize
the effectiveness of existing and future programs as a
part of their own energy conservation strategy.
6CHAPTER ONE
THE ENERGY CRISIS: ITS IMPACT ON LOW AND
MODERATE INCOME FAMILIES
THE ROOT OF THE ENERGY CRISIS
In 1973, oil furnished 46% of our nation's energy
needs. At the same time, 35% of the oil was imported
from foreign sources. Unfortunately both of these figures
have increased since 1973. "The Arab countries involved
in the O.P.E.C. cartel supplied about 11% of the United
States' oil demand; now, they supply about 18% both
directly and indirectly through mixing with other crudes
in overseas refineries."l Together, petroleum and natural
gas account for approximately 75% of the nation's energy
demand. Coal, the most abundant source, accounts for 18%;
hydropower 4%; and atomic energy 1%.2
Data from the Department of Commerce suggests incredible
energy price trends since 1811. In the entire history of
modern industrial and agricultural development in the U.S. -
up to 1973 - relative energy prices (that is the average
price of all commodities) have either decreased or remained
essentially constant.3 Since its founding the U.S. has been
dependent upon an abundance of secure, low-cost energy; much
of its supplied by domestic oil and natural gas.
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A study done by the International Energy Agency pointed
out that the United States wasted more energy than any
country in the world. While other industrialized countries
have responded to the 400 per cent increase in crude oil
wholesale prices by reshaping their consumption patterns,
the U.S. has not followed up its extensive educational
efforts and political exhortations with effective action. 4
We consume more energy than the Soviet Union, Japan, Great
Britian and West Germany combined, and six times as much
per man, woman, and child as the world average. In fact,
on the average, each American uses 3 and 1/2 gallons of oil
and 300 cubic feet of natural gas every day of the year. 5
This is very alarming but more critical is the fact that
we waste more energy than some nation's consume.
In summary, a review of the record since 1973 indicates
a deteriorating situation in which accusations of negligence
have been leveled at all parties from the President to the
public; with the Congress, consumer advocates, environ-
mentalist and the oil companies each receiving a share of
the blame. Several changes in the United States energy
situation have taken place since 1973.
1. The U.S. imports of oil have grown from 33% of the
total consumption to 42% and are still rising.
2. The Arab countries involved in the embargo supplied
about 11% of the American oil demand in 1973. They
now supply about 18% both directly and indirectly
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through mixing with other crudes in overseas industries.
3. Domestic oil production has fallen to 8.04 million
barrels a day, its lowest level in 10 years. This
compares with output from American wells of 9.2 million
barrels a day in 1973 and peak production of 9.6 million
barrels a day in 1970.
4. Saudi Arabia has replaced Venezula and Canada as the
leading suppliers of oil in the American Market.
5. Natural gas suppliers continue to decline as output
is expected to fall 22% short of demand this winter,
compared to 18% last winter and 14% the year of the
embargo. Warm winters over the last three years have
prevented any major dislocations from natural-gas
shortfalls, but there have been plant shutdowns and
some job lost. Oil is the most common substitute for
natural gas, and that oil will be imported.
6. Oil from shale and tar sands, once considered the North
American continent's energy aces in the hole, are now
thought to be practically and commercially farther
away from realization than they were in 1973.6
THE ENERGY CONSERVATION RESPONSE
The basic energy problem we now face is to learn how to
slow the unprecedented rise in the price of energy, and to
stabilize it in a context of adequate supply. Whether this
can be done or not is debatable. The present national
energy program offers no grounds for optimism. The Energy
Research and Development Administration's national plan
proposes to rely on enhanced recovery of domestic oil and
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gas and increased production of nuclear power. Enhanced
recovery of these fuels is subject to the law of diminish-
ing returns and relying on them is simply a guarantee of
escalating prices.
The primary objectives of ERDA are: to assist and
reinforce private sector actions rather than to compete
with them; and to ensure relevance of governmental
activity by achieving extensive private sector involve-
ment at the earliest moment in the development cycle. By
taking this approach ERDA hopes to :
1. expand the domestic supply and economically
recoverable energy producing raw materials,
2. increase the use of essentially inexhaustible
domestic energy resources,
3. efficiently transform fuel resources into more
desirable forms,
4. increase the efficiency and reliability of the
processes used in energy conversion and delivery
systems,
5. transform consumption patterns,
6. protect the general welfare, and
7. perform basic and supporting research and technical
services.7
In the near-term (now to 1985 and beyond) ERDA plans to
increase the efficiency of energy use and convert waste
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to energy. The group also plans to preserve and expand
oil, gas, coal and nuclear utilization. Promoting the
growth of fission nuclear power will mean a sharp increase
in future energy prices because of the technological
immaturity of the nuclear industry. The escalation of
the price of power from nuclear plants is a sign of its
immaturity. Unexpected expenditures resulted from
unforseen difficulties.
In the mid-term (1985 to 2000 and beyond) the ERDA
plan relies on coal conversion and shale oil to provide
the synthetic liquid and gaseous fuels that would replace
petroleum imports and dwindling domestic production of
petroleum and natural gas. Barry Commoner, author of
The Poverty of Power, argues that the capital cost (per
unit of energy produced) of coal conversion and shale oil
processes is about 10 times that of coal mining itself
and well above the capital cost of even intensified
petroleum production.8 This means that the replacement
of natural gas and petroleum with coal conversion and
shale oil would progressively increase the price of fuel.
The only conventional technology that could stabilize
prices in the near future is the extraction of coal.
However, environmental safeguards are needed to monitor
strip mining as well as underground working conditions.
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In the long-term (2000 and beyond) the ERDA plan
emphasizes nuclear power on the grounds that these
technologies meet the requirements for inexhaustibility.
"Even if we accept ERDA's optimistic expectations that the
breeder reactors will actually breed and that the pro-
gram can be safely introduced, it cannot become mature,
in the sense of producing power at a stable price, before
2040. "9
Given the array of complexities associated with
finding and developing new sources and supplies of energy,
the ERDA plan suggests a slow emphasis on the source of
energy that offers the greatest potential, solar energy.
Contrary to the feeling that solar energy is a "thing of
the future", solar technologies have been tried and are
known to work. Solar space-heating and hot water systems -
when used in new construction- are now competitive with
electric systems. In existing structures, the cost of
retrofitting the two systems is prohibitive; however, hot
water systems are more cost effective because of the lower
initial costs and the year-round savings potential. Many
scientists feel that the falling price of solar technolo-
gies is clear evidence that the application is sufficiently
mature to avoid unpleasant future surprises that may raise
its costs. 1 0
Solar energy has some clear advantages. Sunlight is a
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renewable resource that falls on every square inch of the
earth. Unlike fossil fuels, it can be captured and stored
without depletion. This is an ideal hedged against the
law of diminishing returns as well as inflation. Since
most of the energy that we now consume is generated by oil
and natural gas - sources whose price is progressively
increasing - any energy source that does not use fossil
fuels is a hedge against inflation.
The most important advantage is that the solar
applications can be produced at varying scales depending
upon the desired energy output needed. This contrasts
sharply with conventional energy technologies where
economics of scale are achieved after making tremendous
capital investments. As a result, solar energy can possess
greater capital and energy productivity, averaging about
the same cost per unit of energy at any scale. An
additional plus is the idea that people can provide 75%
of the labor when constructing a solar unit for residential
use.
Our government is allocating more money for those
technologies that are more wasteful of capital and energy:
nuclear power and synthetic fuels. The rationale is that
government must intervene to assist the private sector since
these technologies are more costly and risky because of
their immaturity and low productivity. A program that does
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not emphasize the immediate development of solar
technologies and one that perpetuates our dependence upon
synthetics derived from fossil fuels will be a catalyst
for increasing the price of energy in the future.
The probability that energy prices will fall or
stabilize is very remote. Based upon the route we are
now taking, in the near term, we will have to rely on oil
and natural gas as our prime source of energy. Though
stabilizing our energy growth and decreasing our depend-
ence upon Saudi Arabia is crucial, we have not been
successful in our attempts to achieve these goals. The
reality of high energy prices, its impact, and the ways
in which we can counterbalance its effects will be the
dilemma of this decade.
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RISING ENERGY PRICES AND ITS IMPACT ON LOW AND MODERATE
INCOME FAMILIES
Compared to middle and upper income families, low-
income families spend a greater percentage of their budget
on energy.* A recent study done by the Washington Center
for Metropolitan Studies reveals that 15% of a low-income
family's budget is spent on energy while 2% is spent by
well-to-do families.1 1 As a result, increases in energy
prices have a greater impact on the standard of living of
low-income families.
The W.C.M.S. study also revealed that while low-income
families consume less energy for lighting and appliances,
they consume approximately the same amount of heat energy
even though they live in smaller spaces. The inefficient
use of heat energy or its loss has great significance
*The Washington Center used the following income group
classification, based on respondents' 1972 household
incomes. The classifications are referred to throughout
this chapter. Poor Households, defined as
1 or 2 persons with annual household incomes of $3000 or below
3 or 4 " "" " 5000 " "
5 or 6 " " " " " " 7000 " "
7 or 8 " " " " " " 9000 "
Lower Middle Households, annual incomes between the poverty
level and $11,999
Upper Middle Households, annual incomes between $12,000 and
$15,999
Well Off Households, annual incomes of $16,000 or more
since 50% of the resources that a low-income family 15
spends on energy is used for space-heating. Heat waste,
as well as the rising price of fuel, are factors that in-
flate home-heating bills. This is especially true in
New England because of high energy prices and the climate.
Since 1973, the price of energy in New England has increas-
ed approximately 45%.
The impact that rising utility costs have on tenants
is best revealed by analyzing the manner in which land-
lords respond to increases in operating expenses. A
landlord's response is dictated by: the income of tenants;
the dynamics of the submarket in which the property is
located; and the return expected on the investment. Below
is the framework for a typical income statement.
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ILLUSTRATION 1
FRAMEWORK FOR A TYPICAL HOUSING
INCOME STATEMENT
GROSS RENTS
-- Allowances for Vacancies and Concessions
NET RENTS
--Operating Expenses
Real Estate Taxes
Utilities
Insurance
Water and Sewer
Management
Repairs and Maintenance
FREE AND CLEAR RETURN
-- Debt Servicing
BEFORE TAX CASH FLOW
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When operating expenses increase, landlord's have two
choices: increase rents or cutback on existing expenses.
If the landlord is servicing a clientele that cannot
afford excessive increases, she or he is forced to dis-
invest in the property. Higher rents may increase the
vacancy rate thus reducing the revenues that are available
to operate the building. This is a dilemma faced by most
property owners located in low-income communities. Of all
the operating expenses listed, maintenance outlays are the
most flexible in the income statement. Consequently, when
expenses increase much faster than tenant's ability to pay,
undermaintenance usually results.
Increasing operating expenses have a significant impact
on the price and quality of housing found in low-income
communities since low-income families are usually confined
to the oldest housing stock. As a result of market pro-
cesses, low-cost seond-hand housing filters down to a
price level that can be afforded by low-income families,
however, value (price) declines much slower than quality.
This phenomena makes filtering a poor way in which to
significantly improve the quality of housing for low-
income families. In addition, rent increases make it
virtually impossible for low-income families to acquire
better housing.
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The following hypothetical example illustrates the
impact that rent increases have on the ability of low-
income families to acquire better housing. Assuming
a family budget of $500 a month, a household can purchase
$500 worth of housing or purchase a combination of housing
and other goods. The latter is a realistic assumption
of what actually happens since housing decisions are
determined by: income; family size; stage in life cycle;
special needs, location, race; taste etc. To illustrate
the impact that the cost and quality of housing have on a
family's standard of living, this analysis assumes a
quality scale (one dollar is equal to one unit of housing
services) that is based upon the submarket in which the
family competes for housing.
Figure one illustrates that for $200, the family
purchases 200 units of housing services. This allots
$300 for all other goods. As operating expenses increase
over time, the price of housing services increase as well.
In this example, the family finds itself paying $225 (12.5%
increase) for the same 200 units of housing service that
they were originally purchasing. In fact, since the
building has aged, the family could be paying $25 more for
fewer than 200 units of housing service.
After rents increased to the $225 level, the same
family would have to pay $250 in order to improve their
19
ILLUSTRATION 2
HYPOTHETICAL BUDGET LINES ILLUSTRATING HOW RENT
INCREASES EFFECT THE BUDGETS OF LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS
budget line A
budget line B
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ILLUSTRATION 3,
HYPOTHETICAL BUDGET LINES ILLUSTRATING WHY RENT
INCREASES MAKE IT DIFFICULT FOR LOW-INCOME FAMILIES
TO IMPROVE THEIR HOUSING QUALITY
Nv
30
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space and/or quality to 225 units of housing services
(Figure 2). Now, the household is paying 25% more (the
difference between $200 and $250) in order to obtain 25
added units of housing service. This reflects a 12.5%
increase in the amount of housing services obtained.
Considering classical economic theory, an efficient mar-
ket would yield a 25% increase in the units of housing
service that the family purchased. Figures 1 and 2 also
illustrate how the family's allotment for all other goods
is reduced as rents increase. These dynamics have a
greater impact on low and moderate income families since
housing costs are increasing at a time when more money is
needed for all other necessities.
An examination of national averages taken by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics reveals that households have
been allocating less money for housing. In 1972, in order
to maintain a moderate living standard-, it required an
income of $11,446. Since 1967, a 26% increase in income
was needed to maintain the same standard of living. In
spite of this increase, the family's budget allocations
remained fairly constant: 23% to food; 25% to housing;
16% to taxes; 9% to transportation, and 27% to everything
else.
By 1974, the consumer suffered severe economic shocks.
The total annual gross income required to maintain a mod-
erate living standard increased to $14,333; food required
21
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25% of the family's 1974 budget compared to 23% previously;
housing received 23% instead of 25% of gross income; and
taxes took 19%, up from 16% two years earlier. Of the re-
mainder, 8% went to transportation with 25% going for
everything else.
In summary, some consumer budget items (particularly
food and taxes) required a larger allotment in 1974 than
in the past. Since energy prices associated with housing
have drastically increased, this reduces the consumers
ability to allot a larger proportion of the family budget
to buying, maintaining or renting a home. In 1975, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated that $10,500 was
needed to maintain a lower level of living in Boston.
Based upon a family of four, this estimate was 10% higher
than the national average, while housing expenditures were
16% higher than the national average.*
*These figures reflect one of three different levels of
living: lower, intermediate and high. The data estimates
costs for specified types and amounts of goods and services
rather than actual expenditures. The budget illustrates
the needs of an urban family: a husband employed full-time;
his non-working wife; a son, and a daughter.
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ILLUSTRATION 4: ANNUAL ENERGY-RELATED CONSUME PRICE INDEX
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Several variables determine a family's home-heating
bill. Given the climate and the price of energy in an
area, heat-energy consumption is influenced by the physical
characteristics of a house, the efficiency of the mechanical
system and the habits of the family. Many of these
variables are interrelated. For example, the amount of
space-heating needed is influenced by the volume and the
thermal-retention capacity of the house. Likewise, the
amount of electricity consumed is a function of the number
of appliances, family size and the intensity in which the
appliances are used. All of these factors are influenced
by a family's income.
Climate
Depending upon a state's location, the variation in
climate can be just as severe within a state as it can be
between states. Also, the climate can vary from season
to season creating fluctuations in the BTU's (British
27
Thermal Units) needed to maintain a certain temperature.*
The amount of heating degree days reflects the heating
requirements associated with local and regional weather
conditions. The number of heating degree days over a
period is the summation of the number of degrees by which
the average daily temperature fell below 65 degrees
Fahrenheit. Thus a day whose average temperature is 45*F
contributes 20 heating degree days to the total. Those
areas that have 4,000 annual heating degree days are
considered to have significant heating needs. Boston
averages over 5,000 annual heating degree days.
*BTU (British Thermal Unit) will be used throughout this
thesis as the common unit of measure for all forms of
energy. It is the amount of energy needed to raise the
temperature of one pound of water by one Fahrenheit degree.
To put it in more meaningful terms, it takes about 150
million BTU's to heat the average house for a year; 100
million BTU's to run the average car. Conversion rates
are approximately as follows:
1 43-gallon barrel of oil =5.8 million BTU's
1 cubic foot of natural gas =1,030 BTU's
1 kilowatt hour of electricity =3,413 BTU's
1 ton of- coal =25 million BTU's
28
Housing Characteristics
The amount of heat energy that is wasted is influenced
by the physical characteristics of a dwelling. Two design
parameters determine the thermal efficiency of a house:
the heat-retention quality of the spaces; and the
efficiency in which the mechanical system heats the spaces.
Both factors must be considered if one is trying to develop
a comprehensive approach to conserving energy.
The heat-retention quality of a space is dete:rmined
by: the volume; the type of construction materials used;
the number and size of all windows and doors (as well as
the construction detailing); and the exposure and orienta-
tion to the sun. Larger spaces require more energy in
order to heat them. However, materials have different
heat-retention characteristics. Heat escapes through glass
much faster than it does through wood stud walls.
The compactness of a space, the tight fit of all its
openings, and the use of materials that retain heat, help
to maximize the use of heat energy. Many old houses were
originally built without insulation, storm windows, or low
ceilings. Judging by today's energy standards, the
added physical deterioration that results from aging and/or
the lack of maintenance makes many older structures ob-
solete.
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The importance of physical characteristics is supported
by a study that was done by Hittmann Associates Incor-
porated. The study reveals that single family homes
require more energy for space-heating than multi-family
dwellings. In terms of fuel requirements per square foot
of floor area, an 8 unit townhouse requires 79% as much
heating energy as a single family house; a 24 unit low-
rise apartment such as is common for Highland Park,
consumes 62% as much; and a 92 unit high-rise apartment,
58%.13
Household Characteristics
The demand for household energy, like other goods and
services, is a function of: income; age or stage in
life cycle; family size; climate; the type and price of the
energy source used; and the user charge for fuels and
utilities. Income affects the quality and size of housing
that a family can afford; likewise, it affects the amount
of energy that a family can afford. However, energy
consumption by low-income families is less responsive
to price escalations since this group consumes less than
higher income groups.
The W.C.M.S. study of households found that families
at the lower end of the income scale are more thrifty about
using lighting energy that are the more affluent families.
The lower a family's income is, the more likely that
30
family is to keep only one or two rooms lit during the
evening hours; conversely, families at the upper end of
the scale are more likely to light three or more rooms.
this means that in terms of lighting, lower income
families have less room to cut back on their consumption
compared to higher income groups. 1 4
The Washington Center data-on appliance ownership
reflects income differences much as one might expect.
The differences are far less pronounced for the most nec-
essary appliances - stoves, refrigerators and washing
machines - than for amenities such as air conditioning.
Yet, it is striking to note that several appliances that
go well beyond bare necessities (ie. air conditioners,
clothes dryers, color TVs and frost-free refrigerators)
are owned by 25% of all poor households. Poor households
thus own the most necessary appliances and a minority
own these additional items which save labor and provide
enjoyment. The W.C.M.S. study summarized its investigation
of energy use in the following statement. "Poverty is a
relative condition: the poor American family appears well
off in energy use compared to the poor in other parts of
the world, yet, relative to other Americans the poor family
has very little extra energy to conserve." 1 5
Age is an important factor that many researchers over-
look. The older you are, the more likely it is that you
will be poor. For the age group 65 years and over, 31
energy expenditures increase dramatically from the lower
middle income level to the upper middle income level.
Elderly poor consume less energy than any other age-income
group (including the younger poor) and yet they spend
much higher proportion of their total budget on energy
expenditures. 16
HOME HEATING AND LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS
Housing characteristics of the poor lessen heating
needs because of fewer rooms per person and because most
low-income families live in multi-family structures. A
majority of all homes, regardless of their occupants'
income status, are detached single family houses. The
number of families living in apartments decreases as
income rises from 32% of the poor to only 8% of higher
income families. Fourteen percent of the homes of the
poor have fewer than one room per person compared to seven
per cent of the homes of the non-poor. Also, recent
studies have found that 72% of the poor occupy homes with
fewer than six rooms compared to 26% of the well-off.17
Among all income levels, the difference in natural gas
consumption is the smallest since natural gas is the fuel
that is most widely used for cooking. Small differences
in the consumption of heating energy are attributed to:
over-all physical conditions; the presence or absence of
insulation and storm windows; and deficiencies in the 32
mechanical system. Recent national surveys on insulation
and storm windows reveal that low-income households lag
behind other groups with regard to existence of storm
windows: only 31%. of the poor have them, compared to 63%
of the well-to-do.18 Others factors that also contribute
to thermal inefficiencies are as follows:
1. Storm doors are found in only 31% of the homes occupied
by the poor, compared to 63% of the homes of the well
off.
2. There is structural insulation in only 49% of the single
family homes of the poor, compared to 95% of the single
family homes of the well off.
3. There is a basement in only 29% of the single family
homes of the poor compared to 55% of the single family
homes of the well off. Basements reduce heat loss
through floors.
4. Thermostats or other temperature control devices are in
only 46% of the single family homes of the poor, com-
pared to 98% of the single family homes of the well
19
To add to energy expenditures all residentual customers
pay more per unit for electricity and/or natural gas as
compared to business and industry. This has a greater
impact on low-income families since they spend a greater
percentage of their budget on housing and energy. Inverted
rate structures and heat energy waste increase this percent-
age even more.
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TABLE 2
AMOUNT PRICE AND COST OF ENERGY BY
ENERGY SOURCE AND INCOME, 1972-73
Percent of
Average Average Average average
annual BTU price per annual income (a)
(millions) million cost per spent on
Energy Source per household BTU per household energy
All 3 energy sources
Poor 207 $1.83 $379 15.2%
Lower middle 294 1.95 572 7.2
Upper middle 403 2.06 832 5.9
Well-off 478 2.08 994 4.1
Natural gas
Poor 118 1.25 147 5.9
Lower middle 129 1.19 153 1.9
Upper middle 142 1.17 166 1.2
Well-off 174 1.15 200 .8
Electricity
Poor 55 2.38 131 5.2
Lower middle 80 2.07 167 2.1
Upper middle '108 1.97 213 1.5
Well-off 124 2.31 262 1.1
Gasoline
Poor 34 2.96 101 4.0
Lower middle 85 2.96 252 3.2
Upper middle 153 2.96 453 3.2
Well-off 180 2.96 532 2.2
(a) The average income of the poor, lower middle, upper middle and well-off
are $2,500, $8,000, $14,000 and $24,500 respectively. The averages for
the upper middle and well-off were adjusted using unpublished data from
the U.S. Census Bureau. The poverty thresholds are as follows: under
$3,000 for 1 or 2 people; under $5,000 for 3-4 people; under $7,000 for
5-6 people; and under $9,000 for families of 7 or more.
Source: Reprinted from Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, Energy in
Peoplo's Lives, August 22, 1974 (manuscript).
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By adopting this policy, small users have to pay much
higher rates in order to compensate for the low price
charged to larger users. As a result, small users
typically pay 60% to 70% more per kilowatt-hour of
electricity than do big business in their community.20
Even though the movement for fair share rates promised
immediate savings to hard-pressed tenants and homeowners,
the proposed Uniform Electric Rate Law was defeated in
Massachusetts during the last election. Those who opposed
the law recognized that the high cost of electricity has
placed an inordinate burden upon low, middle and fixed
income households. However, their position stated that
the bill took an unproductive approach to achieving the
goal of identifying those people most affected by high
utility costs and providing some means of relief to those
people. Big business argued that uniform rates would in-
crease unemployment in order to absorb additional operating
expenses.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLIMATE, PHYSICAL QUALITY AND
HEAT LOSS
A living environment is an artificial living space that
is climatically detached from the outdoors. The heat loss
experienced by a building reflects the degree of separation.
The goal of heat conservation is to minimize heat losses
in order to reduce the energy requirements for heating.
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Heat is thermal energy which is transferred between
two objects because of a temperature difference between
them. The direction of energy transfer is from the higher
to the lower temperature. Based upon this definition, all
basic heat loss problems arise when the outside temperature
is lower than the inside temperature of a space. The
amount of heat transferred in a given interval is generally
proportional to the difference in.temperature between the
two bodies in question: the greater the temperature
difference, the greater the heat transfer. So, in terms
of heat transfer, temperature differentials are all
important. 21 The heat retention capacity of the materials
that enclose the space can either retard or enhance the
amount of heat loss.
In order to illustrate the relationship between heat
loss, climate and quality of construction, the following
analysis examines the heat transfer through a simple com-
posite wall. The wall is made of 1/2" plywood, 3/4" air
space, 3" foamed plastic and 1/2" plywood. Assume that the
inside temperature is 70*F and the outside temperature is
30*F. First, let us analyze the rate of heat transfer
across the wall. Then, let us calculate what the heat
transfer would be if: (1) the temperature dropped 20*F
(2) if the wall did not have insulation (3) if the tempera-
ture dropped 20*F and there was no insulation.
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Heat Transfer Per Square Foot of Existing Wall
9 = u(T - T ) = .046 BTU
hr-ft 2 -F (70*-30*)
= 1.83 BTU/hr-ft2
Assuming a wall area of 200 square feet the total heat
transfer would be 367 BTU/hour.
(1) Heat Transfer Per Square Foot If The Temperature
Dropped 20*F
9 = .046 BTU
hr-ft 2-F (70*-10*F) 9 = 2.76 BTU/hr-ft2
Assuming that the temperature dropped to 10*F, the
total heat transfer would be 552 BTU/hour for 200
square feet.
(2) Heat Transfer Per Square Foot For The Existing Wall If
The Insulation was Eliminated
9 = .38 BTU
hr-ft *F (700-300F)
9 = 15.2 BTU/hr-ft2
Assuming a wall area of 200 square feet and no
insulation the total heat transfer would be 3040
BTU/hr.
Note: Foamed plastic insulation has a very high
thermal resistance. This explains the great
heat loss when it is eliminated.
(3) Heat Transfer Per Square Foot For The Existing Wall
Without Insulation And With A 20*F Drop In Temperature
9 = .38 BTU
hr-ft 2 *F (100-100 F)
9 =.22.8 BTU/hr-ft2
Assuming a wall area of 200 square feet with no insula-
tion and a 20*F drop in temperature, the total heat
transfer would be 4,560 BTU/hr-ft.
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Total (200 )
BTU/hr-ft2  BTU/hr-ft2
Existing Wall 1.83 367
No Insulation 15.20 3040
20*F Drop in Temp.
(700-100 F) 2.76 552
No Insulation And A
20*F Drop in Temp. 22.8 4560
This example illustrates two important points. The
climate of an area and the extent to which the temperature
fluctuates over any given period significantly increases
the amount of BTU's needed to maintain a certain tempera-
ture. Boston averages over 5,000 annual degree heating
days per year. Areas over 4,000 are considered to have
significant heating needs. Boston has one of the highest
number of annual heating degree days.
The second important point is the fact that the lack of
insulation contributes immensely to the amount of heat
that escapes. Considering the age of the housing and the
lack of insulation in ceilings and walls in Highland Park,
home-heating costs can be drastically reduced by adding
insulation and reducing infiltration. Infiltration is
the loss of heat through cracks and openings. This example
did not calculate heat loss from infiltration since there
are many variables that determine its magnitude (ie.
physical conditions, wind velocity, orientation to pre-
vailing winds etc.). Infiltration contributes more to heat
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loss as the lack of insulation. Reducing infiltration alone
would be a significant improvement if insulation cannot be
installed. A recent study in Minnesota found that
approximately 40% of heat loss can be attributed to in-
filtration. This study was done on a typical (1200 square
ft.), well-insulated structure. For older, deteriorated
structures such as those found in Highland Park, infiltra-
tion is greater because of large windows, cracks and other
leaks.
ENERGY PRICES IN BOSTON
"In Massachusetts, $1,4 billion is now spent on fuel
oils yearly in residential and commercial buildings, mostly
for space heating. This expense is disproportionately
greater in Massachusetts and New England, where space
heating represents 35% of the total energy consumption,
almost twice the national average of 18%. Oil accounts
for 82% of the total energy consumption in Massachusetts,
with over 58% of the oil coming from foreign sources. 2 2
Based upon findings by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the price of fuel oil increased from 25 cents a gallon
(October 1973) to 47 cents a gallon today. Unfortunately,
fuel oil is the life blood of the New England economy; it
is used primarily for space heating as well as for generating
electricity by power companies. Consequently, the cost of
heating and lighting increases as the price of fuel oils
40
increase. Out of all SMSA's in the United States, Boston
had the third highest average home-heating costs ($434)
even though the city has the eight highest annual heating
degree days.
Since the cost of coal and natural gas is higher for
New England compared to the U.S., utility companies have
no choice but to pass these increases on to the consumer.
Until recently, many were content to let utility companies
operate like typical business, but the sharp increase
in prices has shifted public opinion. Gas rates have not
kept pace with fuel rates due to Federal price controls
but this is not likely to last. Due to shortages, the
government is expected to lift price controls in an effort
to encourage production.
Figures compiled by Boston Gas reveal that many people
are having difficulty paying their utility bills. "15,000
Boston Gas customers and 18,000 Boston Edison customers
were shut off in 1974 alone. With gas and oil prices being
decontrolled, fuels getting more scarce everyday, and
physical expansion of electrical power and gas plants
getting more expensive, we can only expect utility rates
to go higher and more people to get shutt off in the
future. "23
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TABLE 2
ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF SELECTED COMMUNITIES
IN THE BOSTON METROPOLITAN AREA
Less Than Thousands of
Community 300 KWH/Month Accounts Analyzed
Roxbury 76.3 4.3
Back Bay 88.0 7.0
Jamaica Plain 58.9 10.7
South Boston 74.2 3.6
Brookline 50.0 13.6
Newton 31.6 19.9
South End 68.5 3.6
Carlisle 9.0 0.6
Framingham 29.6 13.4
Lexington 19.0 7.0
Hyde Park 51.6 8.6
SOURCE: Boston Edison
TABLE 3
AVERAGE ANNUAL REVENUE COST AND USE COST
FOR APARTMENT BUILDINGS AND RESIDENCES
THAT USE NATURAL GAS IN BOSTON
1972 1973 1974 1975
Residential
Average Annual Revenue Cost
Average Annual Use Cost
Residential Heating
Average Annual Revenue Cost
Average Annual Use Cost
$88.23
21. 1/MCF
$338.18
146.O/MCF
Small Apartments
Average Annual Revenue Cost $2,225.82
Average Annual Use Cost l,255.2/MCF
$94.05
20.7/MCF
$335.61
130.7/MCF
$2,189.50
1,071.7/MCF
$105.13
21.7/MCF
$380.00
131. 9/MCF
$2,650.63
l,074.7/MCF
$116.31
21.4/MCF
$442.12
126. 0/MCF
$2,202.08
1,020.6/MCF
Large Apartments
Average Annual
Revenue Cost
Average Annual Use Cost
Actual Annual Degree Days
SOURCE: Boston Gas Company
$20,154.56
12,184.9/MCF
5,905
$21,836.73
ll,612.2/MCF
5,138
$26,270.99
11,720.2/MCF
5,655
$31,700.15
10,980.8/MCF
5,166
Heating
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Boston Edison Company
The information received from Boston Edison was based
upon averages. Usages and costs vary from customer to
customer because of differences in income, family size,
location of homes, efficiency of appliances, varying living
habits and variances in rate schedules and fuel costs over
the course of a year. The following table is the summary
of a Boston Edison survey that analyzed consumption trends
throughout the metropolitan area of Boston. It reveals
that low-income families consume considerably less
electricity. Though the sample sizes varied from 120,100
to 700, the data establishes a positive correlation between
income and electricity consumption.
For Boston's residential customers, the average rate per
kilowatt-hour excluding the cost of fuel has increased 11%
since 1970. However, when you include the cost of fuel, the
average rate per kilowatt hour has increased 67.5% during
the same time frame. These figures are based on statistics-
up to and including 1975. Two-thirds of Boston Edison's
residential customers use 400 kilowatt-hours or less per
month.
Boston Gas Company
Gas companies purchase their supply of natural gas
by MCF (thousands of cubic feet) or MMCF (millions of cubic
feet). They charge for their product by the cubic foot
44
TABLE 4
SEASONAL HOME-HEATING COSTS, 1974-1975 HEATING SEASON
ANNUAL HEATING
DFGREE DAYS SMSA
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Milwaukee
Buffalo
Cleveland
Detroit
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Boston
Philadelphia
St. Louis
New York
Cincinnati
Kansas City
Baltimore
Seattle
Washington, D.C.
San Francisco-Oakland
Atlanta
Dallas
Houston
NATURAL GAS
$222
242
313
185
199
186
197
312
231
170
270
155
106
2171
184
241
113
116
77
53
Calculated on the basis of estimated prices in each SMSA and fuel
requiremernts reported by utility companies to the Independent
Natural Gas Association of America. Note: "-" indicates data not
available.
PUEL OIL
8382
7635
7062
6351
6232
6155
5987
5634
5101
4900
4871
4806
4711
4654
4424
4224
3015
2903
2363
1396*
$478
471
476
388
408
434
377
380
-395
367
369
352
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ILLUSTRATION 8
MAP OF TEN FEDERAL REGIONS
STANDARD FEDERAL REGIONS
Source: Federal Register, December 4, 1974.
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TABLE 5: ANNUAL HEATING DEGREE DAYS AND PERCENTAGE OF BUDGET SPENT ON
FUELS AND UTILITIES (HOMEOWNER COSTS) FOR 18 SELECTED SMSA'S, REPRESENT-
TIVE OF 10 FEDERAL REGIONS
Annual feating
Degree 
_Iys
Hartford
Boston
Portland
Region II
New York
Region III
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Region IV
Orlando
Atlanta
Region V
Chicago
Detroit
Region VI
Dallas
Austin
Region VII
Cedar Rapids
St. Louis
Region VIII
Denver
Region IX
Los Angeles
Bakersfield
Region X
Seattle
6172
5674
7511
4871
5101
5987
766
2983
6155
6232
2363
1711
Primary Home
Heating Fuel
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
I of Budget Spent on Puels and
Utilities 1973
Lower Intendlate. Higher
11.4%
11.1
12.0
10.6
Oil 11.2
Gas 7.5
Oil
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
6800
4900
6283
2061
2122
4424 Oil
7.9t
7.3
8.3
7.1
6.3%
S.s
6.2
5.5
7.3 S.6
5.2 4.2
5.8 4.7 3.6
6.4 5.2 3.6
8.1
7.5
4.7
4.5
5.5
5.3
4.4
4.2
4.1 2.9
4.0 3.0
6.8 5.6
7.6 6.1
5.5
4.5
4.4
3.9
4.1
4.5
3.4
3.8 2.6
3.8 2.7
8.1 5.8 4.0
Source: Data on annual heating dc-gree days are from U.S. Dept.
of Commerce, Climatic Atlas of the U.S., and the per-
centages are based upon data from U.S. Dept. of L&bnv
BLS, Three Budgets for a Retired Couple, 1973.
(ft3). The following survey reveals that the average 48
annual non-heating bill has increased 32% between 1972
and 1975. Though the use/cost remained constant (what
companies pay for their supplies) the marketing cost of
distributing the product increased by 32%.
For residential heating the use/cost decreased 13%
from 146/MCF to 126/MCF. At the same time, average
annual heating bills increased 32%; the same applies
for non-heating use. The same general trend is apparent
for small and large apartment buildings. Remember,
even though marketing expenses increased the use/cost
was stable because of Federal controls. Decontrol will
significantly increase the cost of natural gas in the
future. Due to natural gas shortages in New England, RAP
was unable to acquire gas for heating in a proposed 122
unit project.
CONCLUSION
As long as our nation remains dependent upon fossil
fuels and foreign suppliers, we can expect energy prices
to gradually rise in the future. This will worsen the al-
ready unbearable hardships that many families have been
forced to experience. Since we are dependent upon fossil
fuels in the near-term, regions that are heavily dependent
upon oil as a primary heating source will remain vulnerable
during sharp price escalations. Also, those areas that are
dependent upon natural gas for home-heating should also 49
expect increases since there is a strong possibility that
government controls will be lifted in order to encourage
domestic exploration. As prices of conventional energy
sources increase and as solar technologies mature and
become widely accepted, solar energy has great possibilities
for satisfying portions of residential demand in the future.
Energy conservation, especially the conservation of heat
energy, complements housing strategies that are responsive
to the critical needs of low-income families. Property
owners can significantly reduce or stabilize the cost of
housing by conserving energy. For renters who have less
control over the price of housing or for those who are
forced to live in run-down apartments, simple heat con-
serving measures can improve the efficiency and quality of
heat that is being delivered. This insures adequate heat
during the winter months as well as added relief during
crisis when there is no heat.
Families living in New England have a special concern
for energy conservation because of the climate and the
price of energy. In order to assist households and to
provide adequate housing for families living in Highland
Park, RAP's involvement encompasses three areas: community
planning and organizing; housing management; and housing
development. As a manager and developer, RAP is especially
concerned about reducing expenses in existing structures as
50
well as in future substantial rehabilitation and new
construction projects. From a planning and community
organizing perspective, the age, physical condition and
nature of Highland Park's housing stock reflect the need
for a diverse strategy that focuses on major improvements
as well as minor improvements that will conserve energy.
The next chapter develops a rationale explaining why an
energy conservation program is needed in Highland Park.
Following chapters will focus on RAP's role as a manager
and as a developer.
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CHAPTER 2
RAP'S ROLE IN RESPONSE TO THE ENERGY CRISIS'
IMPACT ON HIGHLAND PARK
An analysis of Highland Park and its need for housing
improvements that focus on energy conservation have broader
implications for other low-income communities, especially
those communities that are located in areas that have
severe climates and excessive energy prices. Aging
structures, because of high maintenance costs, often re-
quire rents beyond the means of low-income families. In
this case, the cost of housing services - property taxes,
fuel, interest rates, maintenance costs etc. - may be in-
creasing faster than a low-income tenant's ability to pay.
However, the rising costs of ownership are not simply a
function of inflation. Absentee ownership, which may lead
to general structural neglect; physical aging, which leads
to expensive requirements for electricity, heating and
plumbing replacements; and problem tenants, all lead to
rapidly rising costs for the owner. 1
In Boston, the climate, the price of energy and an
excessive property tax make it increasingly difficult to
maintain adequate housing services. All of these factors
inflate the price of housing and reduce the housing services
that can be provided for those living in older houses.
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To improve housing, we need improvements among all these
areas, but, the focus here is on energy expenditureis which
comprise approximately 20% of operating expenses in rental
units.
Boston's over-all strategy for stabilizing neighbor-
hood decline and improving the city's housing stock has
been to: encourage major and minor repairs by providing
economic incentives for homeowners; and enforcing local
housing codes. Two programs, the Housing Improvement
Program (H.I.P.) and the Housing Inspection Department,
are responsible for these functions. In response to New
England's climate and the rising price of fuel, energy
conservation - especially heat conservation - has emerged
as a top priority in all city-wide housing assistance
efforts. Also, to complement existing programs, Boston's
community action agency (A.B.C.D.) administers a federal
program that provides free weatherization services to low-
income households throughout the city.
Taking the perspective of a community planner and
organizer, this chapter defines RAP's role in providing
housing assistance that focuses on conserving energy. This
will be accomplished by assessing the physical and economic
needs of residents living in Highland Park and evaluating
existing city-wide responses. From this, recommendations
will be made that outline RAP's role in improving and
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expanding the effectiveness of available services.
AREA ANALYSIS
Physical deterioration is one of many factors (ie.
large windows, no insulation, mechanical inefficiences
etc) that contribute to the unnecessary heat loss that is
experienced by families living in older structures.
Likewise, the physical quality of a community's housing
stock is determined by numerous factors: incomes; absentee
ownership; and the preceived risk-by homeowners and lending
institutions - of reinvesting in the area.
In Highland Park, most of the buildings are multi-
family structures. The masonry, multi-family structures
that were built during the areas original development have
two major energy-saving features; the masonry walls are
higher resistant to heat transfer; and multi-farily con-
struction is more efficient than comparable detached
structures because of less exposed exterior wall area.
Despite the added savings of less floor area, older
structures cost more per square foot to heat. As a result
of inefficient design and physical deterioration, high
ceilings, large windows, and excessive infiltration are just
a few of the problems that can be easily detected in older
buildings in Highland Park.
A recent study in Minnesota supports these findings.
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For a typical one-story insulated house, 15% of the heat
was lost through walls, 13% through the roof, 5% through
the floor, 27% through windows and doors, and 40% through
air exchanges based upon one air exchange per hour for
the house. However, in older buildings, air exhanges can
be as high as two or three per hour. As you can see, 2/3
of the heat loss in a house is associated with doors,
windows and air infiltration.2
Physical Profile
The building types in Highland Park as well as the
ownership patterns that exist today are an outgrowth of
the area's past history and development. The movement
of former reisdents to newer suburbs, while maintaining
ownership in the area, helped to initiate the physical
decline and abandonment that exists today. A study done
in 1973 entitled "A Study of Housing and Community
Development: Highland Park" illustrated the relationship
between absentee ownership and physical decline. At that
time, 42% of the housing stock was owned by absentee land-
lords, 9% by the city, and 49% by residents. Of the
buildings owned by the city, 79% were deteriorated. And,
of the buildings owned by residents, 34% were deteriorated.
Collectively, absentee owners and the city owned 59% of the
deteriorated buildings. Even though absentee landlords
owned 42% of the buildings, they controlled 51% of the
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TABLE 6
PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT OF OCCUPIED UNITS
IN HIGHLAND PARK
Total Percentage of
Number of Deteriorated Percent Total Units That
Housing Type Units Units Deteriorated Are Deteriorated
Owner
Occupied 347 100 29% 13%
Rental 442 211 48% 27%
Total 789 311 40%
TABLE 7
BREAKDOWN OF OCCUPIED RENTAL UNITS
Total Percentage of
Number of Deteriorated Percent Total Units That
Ownership Units Units Deteriorated Are Deteriorated
Absentee 417 204 49% 26%
Resident 25 7 28% 1%
SOURCE: "A Study of Housing and Community Development: Highland
Park." Note: 35% of elderly residents (non-institutional) are home-
owners. This was cited in a proposal submitted to H.E.W. by R.A.P. to
the Office of Human Development Administration on Aging.
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dwelling units in the area.3 This is not surprising since
undermaintenance and increased densities resulting from
conversions or intensification of land use are common
problems that confront low-income communities as landlords
try to leverage the highest economic return from their
investment.
A more detailed look at the number of occupied units
reveals that 29% of owner-occupied dwelling units were
deteriorated while 48% of rental units were deteriorated.*
This suggests that a substantial number of homeowners
(13%) as well as renters (48%) lived in deteriorated
housing. These are the units that realize the most heat
loss because of mechanical obsolescence, the lack of
insulation and extremely high infiltration rates. However,
other units that are in need of minor repair experience
substantial heat loss as well.
In addition to the deteriorated units, 357 units were
in need of minor repairs. This figure is based upon the
following assumptions: buildings in sound condition had
a high occupancy rate; and units that were previously
classified as being deteriorated were substandard or
needed major repairs. Approximately 85% of the occupied
*Fifty percent of the rental units that were owned by
absentee landlords were deteriorated while 28% of the rental
units that were owned by community residents were deterio-
rated. Community residents owned only 5% of the rental units
that were occupied in the area.
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dwelling units in Highland Park are in need of housing
improvements that would improve thermal efficiency.
Recent surveys of Highland Park support this analysis.
Even though it is difficult to determine the number of
buildings that lack insulation, approximately 75% of the
buildings have no storm windows. Most of the windows
observed were not air tight and were in need of infiltra-
tion repairs (ie. weather-stripping, caulking, plastic
storm windows etc.). The 1970 census did not contain re-
sponses to questionaires concerning housing characteristics
that would affect the thermal quality of structures in
Highland Park. Even though the number of homes that had
insulation was not given, the census noted that most of
the buildings were built before 1939 and that the primary
heating equipment used in oil-fired steam or hot water.
A current windshield survey of the buildings in the
area revealed the following:
Wood Construction *.....................62%
Masonry Construction ................... 39%
Sound Condition .........................23%
Minor Repair ............................ 39%
Major Repair ........................... 21%
Substandard ............................. 11%
Demographic Profile
The stock of housing in the community, while showing
extensive deterioration and neglect, is solid. The income
of families alone is not enough to stimulate extensive
*Heat loss is generally greater in wood structures.
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housing rehabilitation. However, depressed property
values offer an ideal opportunity for outside investors
to acquire property and displace existing families. This
is one of RAP's primary concerns - to keep Highland Park
from turning into another South End.*
The most revealing part of Highland Park's profile is
the fact that the elderly and the young population (under
18) constitute approximately fifty percent of the population.
The high percentage of elderly and young begins to denote
a fairly high dependency ratio. By equating these two
sub-groups to the age 18-61 sub-group, it yields a total
dependency ratio of 87 dependents per 100 people in the
productive ages. 4 Since thirty-five percent of elderly
residents (non-institutional) are homeowners, as the costs
of ownership increases, pressure encourages them to sell
or leave."5 As energy-related prices continue to rise,
residents that are currently spending 15% or more of their
income on energy will experience even greater financial
burdens if costs cannot be reduced .or stabilized.
*The South End is a upward transitional neighborhood that
has a high percentage of low-income families. Extensive
rehabilitation has displaced many families because of
high rents.
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TABLE 8
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF HIGHLAND PARK
Area
Population
Persons Age 62 and Over
Persons Under 18
Black
Puerto Rican or Spanish
Speaking
Non-Black
Mean Family Income
Median Family Income
Families with Public
Assistance
Families with Social
Security Income
Families with Income Below
Poverty Level
Parcels Lacking Environmental
Maintenance
Deteriorated Buildings
Vacant or Abandoned
1 Square Mile
4,433
13%
34%
64%
12%
24%
$7,382
$6,639
19%
14%
24%
20%
50%
15%
SOURCE: 1970 Census Data
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Implications
The majority of households in Highland Park pay a
significant portion of their budget for heat energy
because of: the nature of the housing stock; physical
characteristics; climate; and prices. The following
factors contribute most to heat waste:
1. Infiltration: the loss of heat through drafts and
cracks in doors and windows as well as through
walls and ceilings.
2. The lack of insulation.
3. The oil-fired steam systems are generally used at
extremely high temperatures to compensate for heat
that is lost due to the factors mentioned above.
4. Exceptionally high ceiling heights found in old
structures.
5. The lack of proper maintenance of key components of the
mechanical system (furnace and radiators) contribute to
an inefficient distribution of heat.
While most of the physical improvements that are needed
in the area vary from major to minor repairs, approximately
75% of the buildings are in need of extensive infiltration
repairs. Moderate repairs in these structures can save as
much as a hundred dollars or more each year. A recent
article on weatherization programs cited that for a typical
home that spends approximately $400 per year for oil, a
$180 investment could save the equivalent of 250 gallons of
fuel oil per year and reduce fuel bills for the needy and
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elderly as much as 35%. This amounts to a savings of $117
in the first year based upon the current price of oil in
New England ($.47 gallon).6
Incentives for low-budget winterization improvements
vary. Most families need such improvements in order to
save money while others, especially renters that live in
deteriorated units, need improvements to guarantee adequate
heat during periods of extreme cold. Conversations with
residents reveal that more tenants are paying for their
own heat than one might suspect. This accentuates the need
for winterization improvements.
The energy crisis has been a particularly harsh strain
on the elderly. This point was clearly illustrated in the
Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies Report as well
as the F.E.A. and Consumer Affairs report entitled The
Effects of Rising Energy Prices on Low and Moderate Income
Elderly. Boston was singled out as the city having the
highest percentage of a retired couple's budget spent on
fuels and utilities: in 1973 this percentage was 11% and in
1974 the percentage was 13.3%. Today, this figure is
estimated as being 15% and it is expected to increase even
more - how much more will depend upon external economic
and political forces and the state's ability to combat the
regional crisis. For a community where 13% of the population
is over 62 years of age and 35% of the homeowners are
elderly, extensive assistance is needed to reduce the cost
ILLUSTRATION 10
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE PERCENT OF LOW BUDGET OF ELDERLY
COUPLES SPENT ON ENERGY (1973) AND THE INCREASE IN C.P.I.
FOR FUEL AND UTILITIES
t of Low Budget of Elderly Couple Spent
on Fuels and Utilities, 1973 (Homeowner Costs)
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of fuels and utilities.
CITY-WIDE HOUSING ASSISTANCE EFFORTS: THEIR IMPACT ON
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN HIGHLAND PARK
This section will examine the nature of two city wide
programs - the Housing Improvement Program and the
A.B.C.D. Winterization Program - and their effectiveness
in improving the housing stock in Highland Park. The third
program that will be discussed is the city's Housing
Inspection Department. This department was examined in
order to get some idea of the number of complaints that
have been reported because of no heat or hot water and to
generalize the department's responsiveness to this problem.
An examination of these programs puts greater focus on
RAP's role and what the nature of their future involvement
should be. An energy conservation strategy for Highland
Park should strive to maximize related benefits that are
a part of existing programs. Also, new opportunities
should be created that are responsive to the special needs
of Highland Park.
Housing Improvement Program
Conceptually, the Boston Housing Improvement Program
is relatively simple. It is based on direct cash rebates
of 20%, utilizing Community Development funds for completed
rehabilitation work. Individual homeowners must take the
initiative to apply for the program. However, the program
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requires the homeowner to provide the cash to do the
rehabilitation work. Once the work is certified as com-
plete, the rebate can be given to the homeowner in one of
two ways. An individual can receive a direct cash rebate
within a few weeks of satisfactory completion of all in-
tended repairs or the rebate can be used to improve the
availability of loan funds from lending institutions as
the rebate can substitute for a portion of the loan.
Banks are offering loans to homeowners at commercial
rates which average 13%. Although officials frankly admit
that they do not know how the homeowners are coming up with
the money to front end the rehab, it appears that they are
bringing out everything from mattress money to heavy
reliance on credit unions.10
A rehab specialist from the city must survey the
structure before work begins and the specialist determines
the actual eligibility of all work items and the value of
the repairs. Technical assistance is given before rehab
work is begun. Informal and formal counseling is provided
on financing and construction, consumer protection, home
burglary protection an energy conservation.
At present, the program is aimed mainly at homes that
require moderate improvements and it hopes to encourage
housing maintenance before the costs become excessive.
Recently the city increased the rebate to 40% for mechanical
system replacement in deteriorated sections of the city.
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In Highland Park, like in other low-income areas, the
program has had a minimal impact. The amount of rebate
that is received is determined by ownership and the number
of units in a structure. A one unit owner-occupied unit
can qualify for a maximum of $1000 rebate on $5000 worth
work. A five or six family owner-occupied unit can qualify
for a $3000 rebate on $15,000 worth of work. The owner must
have a taxable income of less than $16,000. Consequently,
if a family cannot afford the initial cash outlays and if
they are unable to acquire financing, the 20% rebate is
meaningless.
Of 3,243 eligible units in Roxbury, only 340 units
participated in the program during the period from
January 1975 to January 1976. This ratio is consistent
with the number of eligible structures and participants in
other areas. Illustrating the fact that homeowners have
experienced difficulty in acquiring lcans, only 9% (28
units) of the active cases (340 units) in Roxbury were
certified. Though it was difficult to find out the
exact number of cases in Highland Park that were certified,
conversations with Roxbury H.I.P. officials indicate that
approximatley 15 cases have been certified in Highland
Park since the program started two years ago. Over 300
buildings are eligible for the H.I.P. Program in Highland
Park.
TABLE 9
HOUSING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM:
HOMEOWNER PARTICIPATION
6/1/75-1/1/76
Total 1-6 Family Number of Housing % of 1-6 Family
Owner-Occupied Improvement Program Owner-Occupied
Neighborhood Buildings Participants Buildings
Allston-Brighton 4,625 443 10%
Back Bay/Beacon Hill/Fenway 1,040 37 4%
Charlestown 1,563 278 18%
Chinatown 138 3 2%
Dorchester 10,956 1,395 13%
East Boston 3,915 587 15%
Franklin Field 2,102 284 14%
Hyde Park 5,913 501 8%
Jamaica Plain 4,048 439 11%
Mattapan 2,968 300 10%
North End 521 57 11%
Roslindale 5,942 709 12%
Roxbury 3,242 340 10%
South Boston 3,386 334 10%
South End 916 90 10%
West Roxbury 6,826 746 11%
Total 58,101 6,543 11%
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Though credit is major problem, H.I.P. workers feel that
poor communications add to the program's ineffectiveness.
Many citizens that are eligible for the program are unaware
of its benefits as well as the procedure one takes in order
to participate. Poor H.I.P. track records within the
community discourage households from applying for the
program - especially if they feel that it is questionable
whether or not they can get a loan. Several cases were
cited where homeowners with low incomes acquired a loan
after receiving assistance from a financing specialist.
In addition they tolerated endless periods of shopping
around for other loans. This was possible since rebate
calculations are based upon the total projected cost of the
improvements (rebates can be used to reduce the loan amount
while free labor can increase the effective return of the
rebate).l1
A.B.C.D.'s Weatherization Program
The Community Services Administration's weatherization
program originated due to the 1973 energy crisis. As the
fuel shortage mounted, the agency (then the Office of
Economic Opportunity) moved to assist families with the
energy crisis. The administrative instrument of the program
was the nearly 900 community action agencies (CAA) located
throughout the United States. In Boston, the CAA is
A.B.C.D., Action for Boston Community Development. Weather-
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ization funds and services are centrally administered
through the A.B.C.D. Weatherization Headquarters, however,
local A.P.A.C.s .(Area Planning Action Councils) have
considerable influence in determining the number of units
that are serviced in their area. Boston is divided into
11 target areas. As a result, active participation in
local A.P.A.C.'s help to insure maximum program utilization.
The only requirements for participants are that they
must live in Boston and be within 125% of C.S.A. (Community
Services Administration) income limits. These requirements
are as follows:
Family Size C.S.A. 125% of C.S.A.
1 $2590 $3238
2 3410 4263
3 4230 5280
4 5050 6313
5 5870 7338
6 6690 8363
In addition, tenants must have written permission from
their landlords to receive weatherization services. The
only requirement for the landlord is that he or she must
live within the city limits. Homeowners must live in Boston
and also conform to the same income requirements. For many
homeowners this requirement is very stringent.
Due to the amount of resources available, and the demand
for the services, the program was unable to do major
weatherization repairs - insulating walls, floors, ceilings
and repairing mechanical equipment. Their primary function
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has been to implement extensive infiltration repairs.*
This work alone has reduced monthly heating bills by 20%
or more.
The following constraints also inhibited the program
from making major winterization repairs:
1. Storm windows (glass) were too expensive to purchase
as well as to install. Average prices range from $30
to $40. Given the manpower of the staff, this work
would have to be sub-contracted.
2. It is difficult as well as expensive to add insulation
to existing walls. Many questions concerning foam
insulation must be resolved before "blown-in" insula-
tion can be used in existing structures on a city-wide
basis. Considering the program budget, the margin of
error is too slim to risk experimentation of immature
technologies. Problems have been encountered in other
programs that have blown insulation in existing walls;
settling, bad odor, expensive equipment etc. However,
new materials are on the market that could drastically
change the effectivenss of this approach.
3. In order to do mechanical work, the program would have
to train or hire a certified oil burner serviceman.
This would increase their exposure to unions.
The most significant expense in implementing this pro-
gram has been the cost of labor. A $300 limit is set for
each house that is serviced. Depending upon the job, labor
*This ranges from caulking, weatherstripping and installing
plastic strom windows. The storm windows are made from wood
frames and rolls of clear heavy-weight plastic. Insulation
was not installed unless the participant had an unfinished
ceiling in their attic.
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exhausts 55% to 70% of this amount. For a typical three
story rowhouse, the crew estimates that it would take
approximately 3-4 days working with 4 crew members and 1
crew chief. However, experienced carpenters could do the
work in less time. Considering all the limitations, the
program has been very successful. Eligible participants
could apply for the program all summer but the demand did
not soar until the weather got cooler. This created a
backlog of work. The program expects to complete 180 units
before the winter's end.1 2
In October, 142 units were serviced throughout the
city and 46 of these units were located in Roxbury. Of
this number, only 10 were located in Highland Park.
Considering the need for a winterization program in Highland
Park, the current scale of the A.B.C.D. program cannot
significantly improve the numerous units that need exten-
sive winterization repairs. The income requirements also
restrict many homeowners from taking advantage of the
program.
The Boston Housing Inspection Department
A review of recent complaints made to the Housing
Inspection Department confirms that many families experi-
ence occurrences of no heat or hot water; some more than
others. The department's records were not detailed enough
to pinpoint the number of complaints reported for various
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TABLE T0
REPORTS TO BOSTON'S HOUSING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
CONCERNING NO HEAT OR HOT WATER
(9/1/76-11/15/76)
Area Number of Reports Percent of Total
Roxbury 91 20
Back Bay 86 19
Dorchester 70 16
Boston 64 14
Brighton 38 9
South End 20 4
Allston 18 4
Mattapan 15 3
South Boston 10 2
Jamaica Plain 10 2
Brookline 5 1
Unknown 20 4
TOTAL 447 100
SOURCE: Boston Housing Inspection Department
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neighborhoods but areas within the metropolitan area could
be identified.*
The data suggests that older apartments (especially
those owned by absentee landlords) experience a higher
incidence of complaints concerning no heat or hot water.
In low-income areas, because of physical and mechanical
neglect, this is a common problem. Although it was
difficult to determine the number of complaints in Highland
Park, Roxbury had the greatest number of reported complaints
for no heat or hot water.13
This is revealing but it does not prove that families
in Roxbury experience a greater incidence os such com-
plaints. It is not this author's intent to prove such
causality. However, within the context of this study it
is meaningful to know that crises of no heat do exist
throughout the city and that a greater occurrence happens
in low-income communities. Heat conservation is even more
important in a structure that has inadequate heat or a
temperature level that barely passes minimum requirements.
Whether or not tenants complain to the Inspection
Department and the time it takes for them to complain
depends upon: the past responsiveness of the landlord
to fix complaints; an awareness of what steps to take if
*Many addresses were omitted from the department's records-.
However, telephone numbers (the first three digits) gave an
indication of where the telephone was located.
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immediate action is not taken by the landlord; and the
tolerance of the tenant and his or her confidence in the
landlord's ability and willingness to provide adequate
services. Inadequate heat is a common problem in many
urban areas. Recently, New York City's Inspection Depart-
ment has strictly enforced a $1000 fine and a possible
one year jail sentence for failure to comply with local
housing codes.
Telephone calls were made to 10 Roxbury residents
that reported complaints of no heat. Six households
stated that 24 hours expired before their initial com-
plaint to the landlord was responded to. Regardless
of the procedures that the Inspection Department must
carry out, the fact still remains that many families
experience prolonged periods of no heat or hot water while
waiting for service. Attempts should be made to inform
more tenants of the grievance procedure and the department's
enforcement process. Also, tenants should be aware of
things that they can do during emergencies to stay warm.
CONCLUSION: RAP'S ROLE AS A COMMUNITY PLANNER
As mentioned earlier, energy conservation assistance
should concentrate on the needs of lower-income families
since this group spends a greater percentage of their
budget on energy; and, of this amount, approximately 50%
is spent on heating fuel. Future strategies should respond
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to the physical and economic needs of homeowners as well as
tenants. To maintain a home, homeowners must absorb the
rising cost of ownership, while, landlords have the option
of increasing rents or cutting back on operating expenses.
However, landlords that service tenants with very low
incomes are often unable to raise rents because of com-
parable rents and vacancy rates in the area as well as low-
income tenants' inability to pay. As a result, the under-
maintenance of older structures leads to physical deter-
ioration and mechanical obsolescence, which in turn, causes
interior spaces to be uncomfortable due to excessive
infiltration of cold air and inefficient heat delivery.
Owners of older, less efficient structures are paying
disporportionately more to provide sufficient heat. In
order to compensate for the economic and physical deficien-
cies that perpetuate the energy crisis' impact on low-income
communities, a weatherization program that subsidizes costs
is essential in formulating a community-based energy con-
servation program.
Existing city-wide responses to stabilizing or reversing
neighborhood decline and/or improving the energy efficiency
of housing have had a minimal impact on Highland Park
because of program design, inadequate funding and poor
communications. In any program that services the public,
reaching households that have the greatest needs is a
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problem that requires effective public relations and
closer contact with individuals and organizations in the
target population. This task can be facilitated by
instituting a referral service to complement existing
programs. RAP's existing formal and informal networks
(ie. newletters, open meetings, social programs etc.)
as well as their awareness of individual needs makes
them an ideal intermediary to assist families in taking
advantage of available services.
Due to program design, the Housing Improvement Program
has had a minimal impact in Highland Park. The program
is designed to have a greater impact in areas having a
high percentage of middle-income owners living in 1-6
unit structures, such is not the case in Highland Park.
Eligible owners cannot participate if they are unable to
acquire private financing. Even though rebates can be
used to reduce loans after financing has been secured,
the loan amount is based upon the estimated cost of
materials and labor. A more effective strategy for assist-
ing low and moderate income homeowners is one that uses
H.I.P. regates to complement ways of reducing initial costs.
For example: encourage do-it-yourself repairs; solicit
volunteer workers; organize neighborhood weatherization
cooperatives (share the cost of insulation, labor, equipment
etc.); and initiate a carpenter corps.
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The Housing Improvement Program concentrates on all
types of housing improvements, however, A.B.C.D. offers
a program that specializes in energy-saving repairs.
A.B.C.D.'s program is a good model in which to pattern
a community-based housing assistance strategy that is
responsive to the rising price of energy. The program
provides technical assistance, subsidizes labor and material
costs, and coordinates educational activities. The major
obstacle that has stifled the program's over-all effective-
ness in Highland Park has been the overwhelming demand
for the limited services that the program's budget can afford.
In response to energy-related issues that exist in
Highland Park, RAP's role should be to: provide a refferal
service for existing programs; subsidize weatherization
expenses; and provide a "hot line" service. The tasks
involved in fulfilling these objectives follow:
Reffe
Subsi
ral Service
1. Assist A.B.C.D. and H.I.P. in locating eligible
participants.
2. Distribute information related to energy con-
servation. (Much of this material is already
available at various agencies.)
dize Material and Labor Costs
1. Provide free technical assistance and do-it-
yourself manuals.
2. Encourage groups to organize cooperatives to
share labor and material costs. This will
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assist households - especially the elderly -
that are unable to make repairs themselves.
3. Organize a carpenter corps to assist in making
minor repairs.
Hot Line Service
1. Give advice during crises of no heat or hot
water because of mechanical failure or
discontinued service.
2. Distribute information concerning emergency
do-it-yourself instructions.
3. Provide shelter or portable heaters for
families without heat.
4. Monitor the effectiveness of the Housing
Inspection Department and assume an advocate
role in order to insure accountability within
the existing system.
RAP's involvement in Highland Park offers an unique
opportunity to implement an energy conservation program
that can be used as an effective community development
tool. Since 35% of the homeowners in Highland Park are
elderly, future RAP strategies should consider the -potential
of creating minor weatherization jobs for youth in order
to assist the elderly and others in the area. Also, youth
can be used to assist RAP in weatherizing the properties
that they own and manage. The next chapter establishes
energy conservation priorities for RAP-UP IIB, a 35 unit
housing project that is owned by RAP.
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CHAPTER 3
ESTABLISHING ENERGY CONSERVATION PRIORITIES FOR
RAP-UP IIB: AN EXISTING SUBSIDIZED HOUSING.PROJECT
The Roxbury Action Program has an ownership position
and manages 35 units of subsidized housing located on 15-27
Highland Avenue in Roxbury. The project was completed in
1973 as part of a scattered site development named RAP-UP
IIB. Throughout this chapter, 15-27 Highland Street will be
referred to as RAP-UP IIB. RAP-UP IIB comprises seven five-
story row houses containing: seven efficiencies; seven one-
bedroom units; seventeen two bedroom units; and four four-
bedroom units. The project restores the historic charm and
character of the structures and provides quality housing for
low and moderate income households.
RAP, like other property owners, has experienced soar-
ing operating expenses resulting from the rise in energy
prices. Fuel oil expenses have increased 50% while electri-
city costshave increased 45% since the beginning of 1974.
To compensate for these expenses RAP has been forced (with
HUD's permission) to increase their rents. RAP will experi-
ence its first increase in January 1977. All rents will
increase approximately 12% making the price of a two-bedroom
unit jump from $215 to $240. Since most of the tenants
participate in the Rent Supplement or Section Eight program,
they pay 25% of their income for housing regardless of rent
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increases. For these tenants, inflation does not directly
affect the amount of money that they spend for housing.
Two barriers inhibit energy conservation in projects
that are similar to RAP-UP IIB: the cost of retrofitting
improvements in existing structures; and the inability to
control energy consumption by passing on the costs to
tenants. Given these constraints, this chapter establishes
energy conservation priorities in order to recommend cost-
effective improvements for RAP-UP IIB. To accomplish this
goal, an examination of annual utility expenses will be
followed by an assessment of the physical and institutional
barriers that inhibit effective energy management. This
information will be used to establish priorities for
improving energy management in RAP-UP IIB. The following
tables illustrate how fuel and utility expenses have in-
creased since 1974.
Based upon the annual heating expenses per square foot
for the entire project and the average electricity expense
per unit, between 1974 and 1976 the percentage of annual
rents spent on fuels and utilities increased 30% for a
typical two-bedroom unit (700 square feet). In 1974, 26%
of the annual rent collected from a two-bedroom unit was
spent on fuels and utilities; while, in 1976, this per-
centage increased to 34%. Although energy consumption is
influenced by many variables (ie. family size, number of
appliances, the heat loss experienced by each apartment
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TABLE 11
RAP-U.P II.s FUEL AND UTILITY EXPENSES
SINCE 1974
Annual Fuel Oil Expenses Annual Electricity Expenses
Total Per Unit Cost Per Average
Year Cost Cost Square Foot Total Per Unit Cost
1974 11,932 $340 .65 7,583 $216
1975 13,256 $378 .72 8,348 $238
1976 18,017 $514 .98 11,000 $314
TABLE 12
ESTIMATED PERCENT OF ANNUAL RENTS SPENT ON FUELS
AND UTILITIES FOR A TYPICAL
TWO-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Estimated Annual Fuel Percent of
Year Rent Annual Rent & Utility Expenses Annual Rents
1974 $210 $2580 671 26%
1976 $240 $2880 1000 34%
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etc.), this gives you a good idea of how utility expenses
have increased and its impact on operating income.
PHYSICAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Rent subsidies, as well as H.U.D.'s policy that sub-
sidized projects must be master metered, are barriers
that encourage unnecessary energy consumption. These
factors, along with physical barriers, inhibit effective
energy management. The following is a breakdown of RAP-UP
11B's design parameters and the socio-economic composition
of the tenants. This analysis helps to prioritize the
critical issues involved in formulating an energy con-
servation strategy for RAP-UP IIB.
This analysis outlined the physical parameters that
influence energy waste and the factors that encourage
unnecessary consumption. Since most of the tenants re-
ceive rent subsidies, there is absolutely no incentive
for tenants to conserve energy since H.U.D. is responsible
for paying all utility expenses. This is standard practice
for H.U.D. - insured properties since owners of low-cost
privately financed apartments have found that individual
metering can be a risky proposition. Many builders have
converted from individual meters to master meters; however,
when tenants are deliquent in paying utility bills, their
service can be discontinued unless landlords are willing to
assume the indebtedness. The owner is then billed directly
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TABLE 13
PHYSICAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC PARAMETERS
OF RAP-UP IIB
1) General Parameters
Arrangement: A row house structure consisting of seven attached
buildings totaling 35 apartments--seven
efficiencies; seven one-bedrooms; 17 two-bedrooms;
and four four-bedrooms.
Number of Stories: Five
Basement: Yes
2) Dimensional Parameters (Total Floor Area - 18,312 sq. ft.)
Intermediate End Intermediate End Attic
Units Units Attic Floor Floor
-Average floor area
(square feet) 653 653 420 420
-Exterior wall area
(square feet) 400 800 520 640
-Party wall area
(square feet) 800 400 640 320
-Window glass, % of
floor area 18% 27% 18% 20%
-Entrance door area
(square feet) 21 21 1%
-Roof area
(square feet) 800 800 600 600
-Story Height, in feet
(average for all
floors) 10 10 8 8
3) Construction Parameters
Construction type:
Floors/Basement:
Floors 1-5:
Exterior walls:
Party walls:
wall bearing
concrete slab on grade
wood joist and plywood
siding--brick, four inch
backup--stone veneer
insulation
inside surface--drywall, one-half inch
core--12 inch masonry
insulation
surfaces--dry wall
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TABLE 13 : Continued
3) Construction Parameters (continued)
Roof: asphalt shingles
Windows: glazing--single
frames--aluminum
Ceiling Insulation: batt insulation
4) Energy Consumption Parameters
Electric metering--master metered
Equipment
heating system--oil-fired; hot water
hot water heater--oil
cooking range--electric
refrigerator--electric
lights, t.v., miscellaneous appliances--electric
5) Socio-Economic Parameters
Median income $7,500
Average family size 2
Units eligible for Section 8 25 (71%)
Households receiving rent supplement 10 (25%)
Units occupied by households
Paying market rent 3 (1%)
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ILLUSTRATION 11: TYPICAL STREET EEEVATION FOR PAP-UP IIB
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ILLUSTRATION 12
TYPICAL 2-BR APARTMENT
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and must get reimbursed by the tenant.
The following section isolates the physical character-
istics that contribute to inefficient operating practices
and summarizes recent studies done on regulating electrici-
ty consumption. Since the introduction of user charges
in subsidized housing is contingent upon state and
national housing policy, RAP is concerned about the poten-
tial savings of individual metering in conventional projects
and recent changes in energy management policies in subsi-
dized projects. However, in order to satisfy immediate
needs, the major concern is retrofitting physical improve-
ments that will result in immediate and long-term savings.
PHYSICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS THAT INHIBIT EFFECTIVE
ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Physical Improvements That Will Reduce Heat Loss In RAP-UP
IIB
The analysis of RAP-UP IIB's design parameters confirms
that heat loss is a significant problem and that infiltra-
tion repairs should be the first step that is taken in order
to make the building more efficient. The following ration-
ale suggests why future management plans should concen-
trate on minimizing heat loss through windows.
1. The original working drawings note that insulation was
provided in existing walls. The quality of the
construction and the size and composition of the
existing exterior walls do not justify the added
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expense of retrofitting insulation throughout the
project. Insulation should be added in problem
areas where significant heat loss is apparent (ie.
ceilings, hot water pipes etc.). Improperly designed
windows constitute "holes" in the walls; holes that
can undo the effects of the most thorough and care-
fully applied thermal insulation.
2. Windows represent one of the most critical areas for
the transfer of heat, light and air between the
building and its environment. Quarter inch clear
plate glass is transparent to solar energy and at the
same time it has a thermal conductivity that is five
to ten times as great as that of a reasonably insulated
wall. 2 In the winter, the beneficial effects of high
solar heat gain are offset by the leakage of heat
through the highly conductive glass.
3. Aluminum frames (the kind used in RAP-UP IIB) are
responsible for 25% of the heat loss through the
windows. 3
4. The size of the windows are very large and inefficient
when compared to today's standards.
Fenestration, size and physical condition are important
factors that contribute to heat loss through windows. A
recent study found that the average percentage of glass to
floor areas was 5% for a characteristic low-rise apartment
structure in the Baltimore/Washington area. 4 This study
reflected basic new construction trends and its findings
were generalized nationwide based upon regional differences.
In RAP-UP IIB, the percentage of glass to floor area
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averaged 22%. These factors, along with high ceilings,
contributes to excessive heating requirements.
To compensate for heat loss through windows, doubled-
paned glass or storm windows are the most effective
alternative (combined with caulking and weatherstripping).
Lloyd Dumas, author of The Conservation Response, analyzed
the heat loss through single pane windows. He estimates
that a minimum of 20% can be saved by adding storm windows.
Considering the size of windows in RAP-UP llB, this is a
conservative estimate. If storm windows were originally
installed in 1973, the initial investment would have been
recaptured by 1976 - this assumes a 20% savings and an
additional expense of $200 per unit.
Master Meters, Incentives and Subsidized Housing
In addition to physical improvements, other strategies
are needed in order to reduce utility expenses since it is
more costly to retrofit major repairs than it is to include
such improvements during actual construction. Collectively,
reducing unnecessary consumption (ie. leaving lights on
when they are not needed) in each apartment can significant-
ly reduce electricity consumption. In the past, master
metering was prevalent because of the low price of energy
and because of the marketing advantage of including
utilities in the monthly rent. The illusion of getting
something for nothing was greater when energy prices were
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low even though tenants were paying their share as well
as the share of wasteful tenants.
Recent findings of a Federal Energy Administration
study indicate that tenants with master meters use 35%
more energy. 5 To obtain this information the Midwest
Research Institute studied energy consumption patterns
in master metered and individually metered buildings.
Other preliminary conclusions of the study include the
following:
1. No national trend to individual metering or away
from master metering could be identified. For example,
from 1960 to 1974 in Detroit, the extent of master
metering declined from 49% to 17%; on the other hand,
during the same time period in Boston, the extent
of master metering increased from 11% to 18%.
2. The major factors affecting the choice of master
metering or individual metering are:
(a) Initial wiring costs.* The study concludes that
$200 per unit is a reasonable national average
value for the difference in initial wiring cost
between master and individually metered apartments.
However, the builders interviewed said that
added upfront costs for individual metering were
so small as to be unimportant. That is so in some
cases because the utility company pays for the ex-
tra wiring needed for individual meters
*Professional Builder magazine's interviews note that it
costs approximately $75 to $80 per unit to convert from
master meters to individual meters.
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(b) Utility rate structures. Though electricity
companies often offer lower rates for master
meter services, "the results of the present study
show that on a nationwide basis, the correlation
between the price advantage of master metering
is small." 6
These findings illustrate how people's use of energy is
constrained primarily by economics. H.U.D.'s policy con-
cerning the master metering of subsidized projects protects
all parties involved - tenants, landlords and the mortgage
insurer (HUD). Talks with RAP's manager and tenants indi-
cates that people are not concerned about energy-related
issues since most of the tenants receive rent subsidies.
Given the existing system, to alter wasteful habits the
only alternative is to inform tenants of all the problems
related to managing housing, and to emphasize the importance
of conserving energy. In terms of policy changes, the
Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency recognized the need
for more efficient operating practices in subsidized
projects. As a result, they (MHFA) require that future
projects have master meters as well as submeters so that
in the future electricity consumption can be monitored in
each apartment.
In summary, reducing unwanted heat loss and improving
mechanical efficiency are essential in improving energy
management. This is especially important in older structures
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like RAP-UP IIB because of excessive infiltration and heat
transfer due to large windows.
The next section lists other improvements that can be
used to complement infiltration repairs in order to arrive
at an optimal combination energy-saving-modifications. A
study done by the Bureau of Labor Statistics found that a
combination of improvements is the most cost-effective
approach.
ENERGY-SAVING MODIFICATIONS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS
Literature search of recent housing management
publications uncovered an array of energy-saving products.
These features can be combined with infiltration repairs
to drastically reduce energy consumption. Once RAP-UP IIB
has been sealed as well as possible against the escape of
heat, other economies can be achieved. Common sense
measures should be employed first: periodic cleaning of
the furnace; insulation of ducts and hot water pipes;
turning down the thermostat; and the inspection of filters.
Less conventional products can be used to reduce heat
waste even more. A list of these products follow:
1. Determine the C.E. (combustion efficiency) of the
oil-fired furnaces. There is little that can be
done to improve the C.E. of electric or gas heaters,
however, oil-fired furnaces can be tuned up. A C.E.
of 85% is very good while a C.E. of 60% is very
wasteful. If a furnace has a C.E. of 70%, savings of
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$12 per $100 worth of fuel if the efficiency is in-
creased to 80%. 7
NOTE: Heat-savers are available that can improve a
furnace's efficiency by recycling heat that escapes
up the flue. Its cost effectiveness depends upon the
efficiency of the furnace. 8
2. Incandescent bulbs can be replaced with new long life,
low energy bulbs.
3. Low-flow shower heads can be installed to reduce hot
water requirements.
4. A new product called a Thermo-Cycler circulates warm
air that settles in ceilings. The product was tested
by the Portland Housing Authority. For a cost of $20
per unit, the authority experienced savings of 15%-20%.9
The following modifications were tested by Xenergy
Incorporated, an energy conservation consulting firm,
Xenergy studied a ten-story building that is two years
old and contains 151 units of elderly apartments. At the
time of the study, the electricity rate was 3.6 cents per
KWH. After implementing the following energy-saving
features, the project realized a $19,495 savings potential. 10
Of the recommendations that were tested by Xenergy,
relamping light fixtures and installing low-flow shower
heads are practical changes that can be easily made in
RAP-UP 11B. These changes reduce the energy output that is
needed to provide the same level of services. Assuming
a 10% increase in per unit costs and a 10% decrease in per
unit savings, RAP-UP IIB can realize a $2,399 savings at
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TABLE 14
RECOMMENDATIONS TESTED BY XENERGY INCORPORATED
IN 151 UNIT ELDERLY PROJECT
BUILT IN 1971
Total First Year
Implemen- Per Unit Total First Savings
Saving Recommendation tation Costs Costs Year Savings Per Unit
Install Thermostats $6,000 $39.00 $5,558 $36.00
Turn off lounge
area H vac units 350 2.00 496 3.20
Relamp common areas 98 .64 1,866 12.35
Relamp apartments 494 3.27 1,985 13.20
Install low-flow
shower heads,
aerators 1,094 7.24 9,570 63.00
Total $8,036 $53.20 $19,495
SOURCE: Apartment Construction News (October, 1976)
TABLE 15
ESTIMATED COSTS AND SAVINGS OF INSTALLING
LOW-FLOW SHOWERHEADS AND RELAMPING
APARTMENTS WITH LIGHT BULBS THAT
CONSUME LESS ENERGY
Return at End
Estimated of First Year
Estimated Annual Estimated (based upon
Per Unit Per Unit Total First Discount NPV of Total
Savings Recommendation Costs Total Savings Year Savings Total 10% Savings
Install low-flow shower heads $8.00 $280.00 $56.70 $1,984 $1,803 643%
Relamp apartments $3.59 $125.00 $11.88 $415 $376 300%
Total $405.00 $2,399 $2,180 538%
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the end of the first year by installing low-flow shower
heads and relamping the apartments. Based upon an
initial investment of $405, the net present value of the
savings after one year would be $2,180 (10% discount
rate). It would take about 3 or 4 months to recapture the
investment. Based upon these projections as well as the
test case that was analyzed by Xenergy, installing low-
flow shower heads yield the greatest annual return.
Recent articles in the Boston Globe substantiate the
preceding projections. In an 100-unit apartment complex,
an investment of $1100 in low-flow showerheads returned
the owner 306.3% on invested capital. This cost was re-
covered in four months. At another New England rental
community of 500 units, a $15,000 investment in tempera-
ture limiting and hot water reduction will net a $54,000
savings in the first year on a total energy bill of
$186,000.
CONCLUSION: RAP'S ROLE AS A HOUSING MANAGER
In any project, whether it is existing, substantial
rehabilitation or new construction, energy conservation
strategies must focus on the following areas: environ-
mental systems; contruction parameters; and operating
procedures. In order to improve the efficiency of these
areas, one finds that the optimal combination of energy-
saving features can be achieved in new construction since
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there are no existing structural and/or mechanical con-
straints; only institutional (ie. H.U.D.'s policy on
master meters, codes etc.), budget and site limitations.
In substantial rehabilitation projects, design freedom
and flexibility is limited because the strategy is one of
redesigning within the constraints mentioned above as well
as redesigning within existing conditions. These issues
are important for developers and they will be explored in
greater detail in the next chapter.
RAP's role as manager brings us to a third set of
considerations; incorporating energy-saving modifications
in an existing, occupied structure. Since RAP-UP 1IB is
a subsidized project, H.U.D.'s policy on master meters
makes it impossible to significantly improve energy
management by reducing unnecessary use of electricity and
heat. Recent studies have shown that master meters are a
technological barrier that encourage wasteful energy
consumption. Future state and national housing policies
will have to be more responsive to this issue.
Even though it is difficult to reduce energy waste
given the existing system, it is possible to significantly
reduce heat waste. Reducing heat waste can be very
expensive if one intends to renovate existing walls and
ceilings in order to add insulation and/or replace existing
mechanical systems. For RAP-UP IIB, these are not the most
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cost-effective strategies since: the composition of the
exterior walls are highly resistant to heat transfer;
the ceilings contain adequate insulation; and the mechani-
cal systems are in good working condition. Since redesign-
ing mechanical and physical improvements are very expensive,
a strategy for RAP-UP IIB should concentrate on retro-
fitting physical improvements that reduce heat loss
through windows and improve the efficiency of existing
environmental systems (ie. heating, hot water and lighting
systems). The criteria for establishing priorities for
this strategy are based upon initial costs and the
savings potential of each improvement.
Reducing Heat Loss and Improving Mechanical Efficiency
RAP-UP IIB, like most older buildings, has a window
to floor area ratio that exceeds 20%. This is excessive
if one considers the fact that new construction projects
rarely exceed 10%. Recent studies indicate that approxi-
mately 40% of heat loss can be attributed to infiltration,
and for older buildings, this percentage is higher. In
addition to additional infiltration repairs (ie. weather
stripping, caulking and plastic storm windows), insulated
window shutters (solid panels that can be opened and
closed) can be retrofitted into existing windows so that
households can take advantage of solar radiation and light
during the day and minimize heat loss at night. Since it
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is too expensive to relocate existing windows - especially
in masonry walls - windows having a northern exposure
shouild receive special attention. Even though the main
concern in RAP-UP IIB is heat loss through windows,
problem areas should be inspected in order to weigh the
cost and benefits of making investments in other improve-
ments.
The preceding table lists the energy-saving priorities
for RAP-UP IIB. The potential savings do not include the
combined effect of using all the items simultaneously;
however, break even projections are based upon the per
unit savings of other multi-family projects that have been
recently tested. In order to estimate the total effective
savings that can be achieved, detailed heat load calcula-
tions of RAP-UP IIB will have to be done. For policy
prescriptions, these estimates are accurate enough to make
sound investment decisions.
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TABLE 16
ENERGY-SAVING PRIORITIES, PROJECTED COSTS AND
POTENTIAL SAVINGS FOR RAP-UP IIB
Estimated
Annual
Costs Per Savinvs
Apartment Potential
Projected Break
Even Period
(Heating Season
Months)
Retrofit Infiltration Repairs
in Windows
*caulking, weather-
stripping and poly-
ethalene plastic
storm windows $60.00 15-20%
einfiltration repairs plus
interior window panels in
all northern exposure
windows (assuming 3
windows out of 6 are
facing north)
Improving the Efficiency
of Mechanical Systems
-low-flow shower heads
(year round savings)
-low-energy bulbs (year
round savings)
ethermo-cycle
*furnace tune-up ($35.00/
building
*insulate hot water tank
and pipes
$160.00 20-25%
$8.00
$3.50
8-12%
3-5%
$20.00 15-20%
$5.00 6-10%
12 months
3 months
4 months
4 months
4 months
2%
6 months
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CHAPTER FOUR
CRITERIA FOR DESIGNING SUBSTANTIAL REHABILITATION
AND NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
As a developer and manager, RAP is concerned about
building quality, low-cost and energy-efficient housing.
This role involves negotiating with architects, private
lending institutions, H.U.D. and/or M.H.F.A. Reducing
the rents of new construction and substantial rehabilita-
tion projects is impossible without some kind of subsidy
(ie. rent and interest subsidies). Since the agencies
which provide the subsidy play such a critical role in the
development and rehabilitation process, optimal energy
efficiency cannot be achieved without their help. For
whafever reasons, they have not always been responsive
to energy questions.
As a result of recent trends (ie. H.U.D. foreclosures,
rising energy prices, unnecessary maintenance costs in sub-
sidized housing due to poor construction etc.), greater
attention has been focused on ways to manage housing
efficienctly. In order to guarantee that operating expenses -
especially utility costs - are minimized throughout a
building's life, construction quality, durability and
efficiency are priorities that must dictate the nature of
the final design. Efficient energy usage is one phase of
housing management that plays an important part in improving
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overall operating efficiencies. The Massachusetts Housing
Finance Agency has now recognized the need for greater
flexibility by requiring that buildings must have master
meters as well as submeters. This gives landlords the
opportunity to budget energy consumption by imposing
user charges; and, at the same time, the building is charged
a lower residential rate. Imposing economic constraints
in order to regulate energy consumption in federally sub-
sidized projects is an issue that can only be addressed
by changing national policy. This chapter lists energy
conservation objectives and explains the design parameters
that should be considered in order to build or rehabilitate
energy-efficienct housing. From this, the conclusion
summarizes the physical and mechanical improvements that
should be incorporated in new construction and substantial
rehabilitation projects in Highland Park, and establishes
priorities for each. The following building design target
areas will guide the discussion throughout this chapter:
reducing unwanted heat transfer and loss; avoiding worst
case design of mechanical systems; increasing occupant
control; and utilizing solar energy for heating and hot
water,
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MAXIMIZING CLIMATIC FORCES AND REDUCING UNWANTED HEAT LOSS
Design With Nature
A detailed analysis of the climate in which a building
will function is necessary in order to design an environ-
mentally harmonious project. General macro-climatic data
is very important and useful but it is simply not detailed
enough to allow for effective tuning of a building's design.
Regional data cannot detect micro-climatic variations that
invariably occur because of local geographic features as
well as site considerations (ie. surrounding buildings,
natural features, prevailing winds, orientation etc.). 1
External orientation relative to prevailing winds and
the sun can help to provde ventilation, lighting and control
solar heat loss and gain. To allow the placement of a
building to be determined solely by the position of the
street perpetuates the wastefulness that has been built into
older structures. If buildings are designed with nature,
their energy-using systems are called into play -only when
the natural energy flow is insufficient. As a result, the
building's system becomes supplementary rather than redun-
dant.2 Past oversights can be easily rectified in new
construction and substantial rehabiliation if designing
with nature is considered during the planning stages.
Reducing Heat Loss Through Windows and Walls
The preceding chapter gave a detailed analysis of the
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importance of window fenestration in order to reduce in-
filtration. In addition, properly desinged windows should
avoid unnecessary convection through glass by providing
double panes. Installing storm windows reduce solar
transmission by 20%, however, it more than doubles the
window area's resistance to cold weather conduction losses.
Also, aluminum frames transmit twice as high a percentage
of the total heat transmitted through the entire window
as do wooden frames. In winter, aluminum frames are
responsible for 25% of the heat loss through a window.3
The next concern is to reduce heat transfer through
walls and ceilings. The basic criteria for insulating
is to use as much as possible since it is difficult to add
insulation once the building is constructed. Professional
Builder magazine suggests that walls should have a total
resistance of at least 20 (F=20). In an ordinary insulated
wall, the building materials offer a total resistance of
approximately 4 to 5. For example:
1. Wood Siding .8
2. Insulated Sheathing,
1/2 inch 1.0
3. Space between studs 1.0
4. Gypsum Wall, 1/2 .5
5. Resistance of a thin
film of air on inside
and outside of wall .9
Total Resistance 4.2
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TABLE 17
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE HEAT GAIN
THROUGH SINGLE AND DOUBLE-
PANE WINDOWS*
Single, t inch
Clear Plate
Glass
Double Pane
Coated Surface
of Inner Pane
Incident Solar Energy
Reflected
230 BTU
16
Re-Radiated and Converted
to Exterior
Transmitted to Interior
Re-Radiated and Converted
to Interior
Heat Conducted Due to
Temperature Differential
Relative Interior Heat Gain
Percent of Incident Solar
Energy Experienced as
Interior Heat Gain
28
177
9
230 BTU
46
140
28
16
14 6
200 50
81% 19%
SOURCE: National Bureau of Standards, Technical Options for
Energy Conservation in Buildings (Washington, D.C.: Qules, 1973),
pp. 80-88.
An outdoor temperature of 894F and an indoor temperature of
750F are assumed
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By taking the same wall and adding insulation into the
3 1/2 inches of air space, the total resistance will in-
crease depending upon the type of insulation used. A
standard "2x4" stud wall that is filled with 3 1/2 inches
of insulation has the following total resistance:
1. Fiberglass 15.5
2. Mineral Wool 13.7
3. Polystyrene 17.3
4. Vermiculite 11.9
5. Urethane 25.9
6. Cellulose 18.9
7. Urea-formaldehyde 22.5
As you can see, the only insulation which surpasses
the total resistance of 20 are urethane, cellulose fiber
and urea-formaldehyde; however, urethane is a fire hazard.
Consequently, only two of the insulations mentioned are
acceptable. 4 The only way to achieve additional resistance
is to add a masonry wall or use 2x6 studs instead of 2x4
studs. The latter will allow more space for extra insula-
tion.
In future multi-family new construction projects, all
of the factors mentioned in this section should be con-
sidered when selecting materials, windows and deciding
upon site orientation. Since Highland Park has an abun-
dance of abandoned masonry rowhouse structures, future
substantial rehabilitation projects should concentrate
on reducing heat that escapes through windows. The walls
of these buildings, because of their sturdy construction,
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are highly resistant to heat transfer. When rehabilitating
older wood structures, special care should be taken to make
sure that the total resistance of exterior walls is
adequate.
AVOID WORST CASE DESIGN
The demand for heat as well as electricity are subject
to considerable variation. Lighting, heating, cooling and
ventilation requirements vary from place to place within a
building at any given point in time, as well as daily
seasonally. Within this variation, the most demanding
extreme is called the worst case. The ventilation require-
ments of bathrooms and kitchens during peak use, the
lighting requirements for visual tasks, the arrangement of
internal equipment and personnel that puts the maximum load
on the most heavily loaded portion of a beam - all these are
examples of worst cases. 5 Worst case design of a building's
environmental systems leads to considerable over provision
of lighting, heating, air conditioning and ventilation.
This leads to excessive energy use over the entire life span
of the building.
In order to minimize this problem, a careful analysis of
energy needs for various spaces and functions must be done.
Only then can appropriate controls be incorporated that are
responsive to the varying energy demands that exist daily as
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well as seasonally. Environmental systems must be geared
to supply the minimum amount of energy that is needed to
satisfy user needs. Increased occupant control of systems
is one way to solve this problem. Also, energy used for
hot water and heating can be reduced during non-peak
hours. This can be regulated manually or by using timers.
These savings can be achieved at the expense of increased
expenditure in time and effort for much more careful de-
sign, construction and management. All parties involved
in the development process -(ie. R. A.P. , H.U.D. and/or
M.H.F.A., and the architect) should strive to regulate
worst case design. As a developer, RAP should require
that architects submit a plan that explains how their
engineers plan to address the issue. This proposal should
outline the costs and potential savings of implementing
various approaches.
INCREASE OCCUPANT CONTROL OF ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
Earlier findings indicate that when landlords are re-
sponsible for paying all utility expenses it encourages
unnecessary consumption. Even though this is true, tenants
cannot reduce consumption if technological barriers (ie. no
thermostats, master electric circuits for lighting etc.)
inhibit them from reducing consumption. Tenants are capable
of detecting and initiating corrective actions. Excessive
automation of environmental systems is unnecessary and
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highly wasteful. The more flexibility people have in the
adjustment of their environment, the more they are capable
of avoiding energy wastage by eliminating redundant or ex-
cessive provisions. Also, economic incentives to save
energy cannot be successful unless these options are de-
signed into the system. The ability to adapt one's
environment to one's needs provides the potential for
maximal comfort with minimum energy consumption.
For reasons mentioned earlier, the potential of
significantly reducing consumption is not as great in master
metered buildings. This is the main reason why tenants
should not be given -complete control of all environmental
services in master metered properties. Other reasons are
as follows: during the course of a day, tenants are
distracted from energy monitoring functions; certain basic
levels of services must be provided independently for
reasons of safety (ie. lighting in stairs, hallways,
ventilation, etc.); in some cases occupants may not be
capable of making adjustments or may not be responsible
enough.
Considering the advantages and disadvantages of in-
dividual control over environmental services, the criteria
for establishing an optimal energy conservation strategy
that mixes manual and automatic controls are as follows:
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1. Thermostats and other devices should be provided for
each apartment. These devices should be adjustable
by the occupants within a broad range.
2. Occupants should be able to totally shut off, or at
least reduce to a minimum safe level, all environmental
systems in their local space.
3. All environmental services required at minimal levels,
which for safety purposes should be casually controll-
able, should be provided automatically. Monitoring
devices that automatically activate or deactivate such
systems so as to avoid redundancy with naturally
provided conditions should be considered. At the
very least, timers should be employed for this purpose
where sophisticated systems are impractical.
4. Windows should be operable, where safety allows, and
should be provided with drapes, shades, etc.
5. Automatic shut-off (or reduction or minimum safe level)
of all environmental services should be provided by
timing devices to correct for occupant carelessness
and therefore avoid before and after hours energy
wastage. However, temporary manual overrides to all
such devices should be provided.
6. All environmental monitoring control devices (e.g.
thermostats) should be capable of maintaining levels
of services with slight variations once they have been
activated and set by occupants.6
Given the policy constraints that make it difficult to
implement all of the above recommendations, an attempt
should be made to achieve an optimal combination of
approaches that provide occupant control as well as regulate
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consumption. Close attention should be given to furnace
temperatures during non-peak hours. The initial cost of
adding timing devices is easily amortized over the life
of a building, while the potential savings reduce monthly
operating expenses.
SOLAR HEATING AND DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS
Solar energy has unique characteristics that outweigh
conventional sources of supplying energy: sunlight falls
on every square inch of the earth's surface, it can be
captured only where it falls, and the capture of one sun-
beam has no effect on the ability to capture another one.
As a result, many solar devices can be built on any
desired scale at about the same cost per energy unit. This
contrasts sharply with conventional energy technologies,
where economies of scale are so large that only power plants
in the billion dollar range are economically competitive.7
This section provides a functional and operational definition
of solar systems and assesses the feasibility of utilizing
solar applications in future new construction and substan-
tial rehabilitation projects in Highland Park.
Functional and Operational Definition
The basic function of a solar heating system is to
collect solar radiation and convert it into usable thermal
energy. This is accomplished - in general terms - in the
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following manner. Solar radiation is absorbed by a collect-
or, placed in storage as required, with or without the use
of a transport medium, and distributed to the point of use.
The performance of each operation is maintained by auto-
matic or manual controls. An auxilary energy system is
usually available for operation, both to supplement the
output provided by the solar system and to provide for the
total energy demand should the solar system become
inoperable. 8
The major barrier in perfecting the system has been
the storage problem. Environmental factors (ie. climate,
exposure to sun's radiation) have to be ideal in order to
provide a 100% solar system. Back-up conventional systems
must be installed to operate when the storage systems runs
out of heat during cloudy or overcast weather. The com-
ponents of a solar system may be retrofitted in existing
structures or incorporated into new construction; also,
the system can be arranged in numerous combinations de-
pending upon component compatibility, climatic conditions,
site considerations, architectural requirements and budget
constraints. A breakdown of each component in the system
follows:
COLLECTORS: The simple flat-plate collector has found
the widest application. It consists of an
absorbing plate, usually made of metal
painted black to increase absorption of
the sun's heat. The plate is insulated
on its underside and covered with a trans-
STORAGE:,
DISTRIBUTION:
CONTROLS:
AUXILIARY
SYSTEM:
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parent cover sheet to trap heat within
the collector and reduce convection losses
from the absorber. The captured heat is
removed from the absorber by means of a
working fluid, generally air or water.
The fluid is heated as it passes through
or near the absorbing plate. The heated
working fluid is then transported to
points of use or to storage depending on
energy demand.
Storage is necessary at night and during
sunless days. Heat is stored when the
energy delivered by the sun and captured
by the collector exceeds the demand at the
point of use. The storage element may be
as simple as a masonry wall that stores
and re-radiates captured heat, or relative-
ly complex such as latent heat storage.
In some cases, heat from the collector is
transferred to storage by means of a heat
exchanger (primarily in systems with a
liquid working fluid). In other cases,
transfer is made by direct contact of the
working fluid with the storage medium
(ie. heated air passing through a rock pile).
This component receives energy from the
collector or storage and dispenses it.
Comfort heat is usually distribured in the
form of warm air or warm water within a
building.
The controls perform the sensing, evaluation
and response functions required to operate
the system in the desired mode. For example,
when heat is needed for hot water or space
heat, the controls cause the hot working
fluid to be delivered to whatever system is
being used, perform its function and dis-
tribute the energy to the point of use.
The auxiliary system, using conventional
fuels, provides the required heat until so-
lar energy is available again.9
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THE ECONOMICS OF SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS
The major economic benefit of solar heating is that the
system requires little or no fuel. However, an additional
back-up system is needed for a portion of the annual heat
load. It is accurate to describe the economic benefit of
solar heating in terms of the fuel savings to the back-up
system. The capital costs of the system represent the
total additional expense. Therefore, the economic
feasibility has two major parts: a one-time capital expense,
and the annual fuel savings to the back-up system.
The following cost benefit analysis was done for one
of seven attached rowhouses in RAP-UP IIB (refer to page
chapter 4 for physical analysis). Based upon prior
analyses, it can be estimated that for one building: the
annual cost per square foot for heating is 98 cents; the
total area for one building is 2,616 square feet; and the
annual heating bill is $2,563. The criteria for analyzing
the cost and benefits of solar heating were outlined in a
report by the State Energy Policy Office entitled, "The
Use of Solar Energy for Space Heating and Hot Water."
The following assumptions were taken from this report and
will be used to make projections for this study.
1. Collectors operate efficiently (70%) and are oriented
well to receive solar radiation. There is adequate
storage to save excess collected energy for later use.
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TABLE 18
POTENTIAL SAVINGS IN ONE TYPICAL ROW HOUSE
BUILDING (RAP UP IIB) BY
UTILIZING SOLAR ENERGY
Annual Heating
Bill Increasing
At 10% Each
Year Year 50% Savings Discounted at 10%
1 2,563 1,281 1,165
2 2,819 1,409 1,169
3 3,100 1,550 1,162
5 3,410 1,705 1,159
5 3,751 1,875 1,162
6 4,126 2,063 1,155
7 4,538 2,269 1,157
8 4,991 2,495 1,172
9 5,490 2,745 1,152
10 6,039 3,019 1,177
11 6,642 3,321 1,162
12 7,306 3,653 1,278
13 8,036 4,018 1,285
14 8,839 4,419 1,281
15 9,722 4,816 1,263
16 10,694 5,347 1,283
17 11,763 5,881 1,164
Net Present Value of Total Savings = $20,346
Total Area of Collectors: 1308 square feet
Total Installation Costs: $10 sq. ft. = $13,080
(13 year pay back)
$15 sq. ft. = $19,620
(17 year pay back)
$5 sq. ft. = $6,540
(6 year pay back)
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2. The collectors will provide 50% of the units heat
load (a larger system would supply less energy per
square foot).
3. In a properly insulated single-family dwelling in the
Boston area, one therm (100,000 BTUs) of heat is needed
for 1 to 1 1/4 square feet of floor area each heating
season.*
4. For this analysis it will be assumed that one therm
(100,000 BTUs) of heat is needed for one square foot.
Due to heat loss, one therm will heat less area
(1 ft2 ).
If 50% of the heat load (2,616 therms) is supplied by
solar radiation, 1,308 square feet of collectors would be
necessary. Given the roof area of RAP-UP IIB, a solar
space heating system would be very impractical. Recent
studies indicate that the average installation costs of a
solar system ranges from $10/ft 2 to $25/ft 2 : At $10 the
pay-back period would be 13 years, and at $15 the pay-back
would be 17 years. This illustrates that the savings are
substantial but the initial cost is prohibitive.
This analysis illustrates that extra heavy insulation
(reducing heat loss) definitely has a faster pay-back
period since savings are substantial and the costs are
much lower than installing a solar system. Remember, a
*A common single family house with 1200 square feet of floor
area consumes about 1000 therms each year for space heating,
or 1000 gallons of fuel oil if heated by oil.
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combination of strategies are needed in order to achieve
optimum levels of efficiency. The Energy Task Force in
New York City helped a housing cooperative install
$11,000 worth of insulation and a $15,000 solar hot water
system. The five story tenement has cut its fuel bill by
$4,000 a year and the solar system supplies 80% of the
hot water. Designer Travis L. Price of Sun Harvest
Corporation in New York (consultant to the sweat-equity
program) states, "I see the project not only as a money
and energy saver, but a tool to use in rebuilding a
community." 0
E.R.D.A. (Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion) recently released a study by Mitre Corporation
indicating that solar heating for individual new homes
is now judged economically competitive with baseboard
electric heating in a dozen urban areas. Electric base-
board heating is very expensive, even in well insulated
new houses. The study said that solar energy could be
competitive in many more areas if roof top units can be
financed at relatively attractive mortgage rates and if
energy prices rose at 10 per cent annually. The estimates
for a new solar home-heating unit ranged between $4,000
and $12,000, and the minimum period in which such an-
investment would be recovered - in New York City - through
savings on electricity was estimated at 10 years.11
This is consistent with the preceding calculations. Since
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the annual savings for fossil fuels are less (compared
to electricity) the pay-back period is longer for oil -
or gas-fired systems.
A solar heating system, believed to be the first in a
major apartment building in New England, was installed
in a 230-unit elderly complex. New England Solar Systems
contracted with Daystar Corporation for the production of
the solar collectors and worked with B-L Associates (the
owners) to secure $96,000 in financing from the Massachu-
setts Housing Finance Agency. MHFA is the mortgage
lender for the apartment house. The pay-back period for
the all electric building is projected for nine years.
The electric system is used only when the solar system is
providing water at less than a 140 degree temperature and
only then to make up the difference.12
In summary, solar space-heating and hot-water systems
are more feasible for new construction than for existing
structures since components of the system can be included
as a part of the total design. Detached dwellings and low-
rise, townhouse building types are ideal for a combined
system since massive collectors can be incorporated as part
of the roof system. Alone, solar hot-water systems are an
economically sound alternative that can be easily used in
existing buildings or potential substantial rehabilitation
developments.
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CONCLUSION: RAP'S ROLE AS A DEVELOPER
New Construction
The efficient use of energy is one of many priorities
(ie. form, function, spacial needs, etc.) that a developer
must consider when building a project. Efficiency is
especially important in subsidized housing since operating
costs are increasing faster than tenants' incomes. In
cases where most of the tenants receive rent subsidies,
inefficient energy management contributes to unnecessary
subsidy expenditures throughout a building's life. New
construction offers the best opportunity to coordinate
a combination of energy-saving features that focus on:
reducing heat transfer through walls; minimizing household
consumption; and improving mechanical efficiency.
An examination of existing and proposed plans in Highland
Park reveals that reducing heat transfer through walls is
the only priority that has been emphasized. Besides adding
insulation, future projects will have to focus -on two
important areas: improving window fenestration and orienta-
tion; and avoiding worst case mechanical system designs.
The criteria for designing energy-efficient windows
are as follows: windows should be smaller and operable to
reduce heat loss and improve occupant control of ventilation;
double paned or insulated glass should be used; aluminum
frames should be avoided; and windows should be oriented to
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maximize solar radiation.
To avoid worst case designs, time should be taken to
analyze the seasonal and daily demand for energy as well
as the energy output of mechanical components. RAP
should require that architects submit cost benefit
analyses that illustrate how the architect proposes
to improve mechanical efficiency. This will insure that
heat, hot water and lighting are not over-provided. To
accomplish this goal: heating systems can smaller,
especially if heat loss is reduced; hot water systems
can reduce energy consumption by using low-flow showers
and insulating pipes; electricity consumption can be
reduces by using efficient lighting fixtures; and solar
hot water systems can reduce the dependence upon expensive
fossils fuels. Individual electric meters can reduce
individual consumption, however, existing federal policies
prohibit their use in federally subsidized projects.
Compared to conventional means, solar application is the
best way to provide hot water. Solar hot water systems are
more economical than solar space-heating systems since hot
water is used year around and construction costs are less
because of smaller collectors. For townhouse building
types, solar applications can be easily incorporated for
space-heating and hot water, however, one must remember
that solar systems must be built in addition to conventional
back-up systems. This has made the cost of solar energy
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prohibitive. As break-throughs reduce construction costs
and as heat storage complications are resolved, conven-
tional back-up systems in new construction projects can
be reduced in size. This will make solar systems more
competitive with oil and gas especially if energy prices
continue to rise. The following table is a checklist
that outlines the criteria for evaluating energy waste
in building design. Hopefully, it can be used to assess
the efficiency of proposed projects in Highland Park.
Substantial Rehabilitation
Special priorities must be noted for substantial
rehabilitation projects since recylcing older, inefficient
structures have additional limitations. In older buildings,
such as the ones that exist in Highland Park, greater
attention must be focused on ways to: improve the
circulation of heat; reduce unwanted heat loss through
windows; and maximize the use of sun and prevailing winds.
To reduce total window area, some of the windows can be
eliminated, especially in walls having a northern exposure.
This can be done in a manner that preserves the architectural
character; allows light to enter; reduces infiltration; and
complies with sanitary codes. Depending upon the designer's
discretion, selected windows can be retrofitted with wood
panels - a technique that is often used to achieve interest-
ing architectural effects - or translucent materials. CAL-
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TABLE 19
CRITERIA FOR ANALYZING ENERGY WASTE
IN BUILDING DESIGN
Target Areas 1 2 3 4
Exterior and Interior Orientation x x
Composition of Exterior Walls, Ceilings and Floors
Exterior Finish x
Backup
Insulation
Interior Finish
Window Fenestration
Operable
Type of Glass
Single Pane x x
Frame
Shading Devices
Size
Caulking and Weatherstripping
Other Details
Door Fenestration
Material
Exposure to Elements x x
Type
Size of Dwelling Units
Floor Area and Window Area
Ceiling Height x x
Thermostats
Master
Individually Controlled x x x
Lighting
Type of Bulbs x x x
Zoning
Type of Heating System x x x x
Fuel Used x
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TABLE 19 : Continued
Target Areas 1 2 3 4
Manner in Which Electricity is Metered
Master X X
Individual
Submeters
Hot Water Heater
Excessive Temperatures
Insulations of Exposed Pipes and Heater X X x x
Low-Flow Shower Heads
Ventilation x x
Furnace Efficiency x x x x
Number of Energy-Consuming Appliances
Air Conditioning
Laundry x X
Dishwasher
Other
1Excessive Environmental Design Requirements
2Overcoming Unwanted Heat Loss/Gain
3Inappropriate Design and Selection of Systems
4inefficient Operating Practices
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WALL is the trade name of a material that is ideal for
windows in older buildings. The material is translucent,
highly resistant to heat transfer, double layered and un-
breakable.
To improve the circulation of heat within an apartment
that has high ceilings, wall vents should be added along
the ceiling to facilitate air flow between rooms. This
improves circulation at the top of a room, but, the
floor remains cooler than the ceiling. The Thermo-Cycler,
a product mentioned in Chapter 3, is ideal for recycling
heat to the floor. This product has proven to be an
inexpensive way of improving efficiency in existing
buildings: the savings potential is 15%; the initial
cost is $20; and the operating costs is seven cents a
month. A combination of wall vents and a Thermo-Cycler
can significantly improve energy savings.
Infiltration problems are greater in wood structures.
To resolve this problem, vapor barriers should be added
to exterior walls in order to trap interior humidity and to
reduce infiltration through cracks. If exterior walls are
being completely renovated, vapor barriers should be con-
sidered for masonry structures as well. This will improve
comfort throughout the heating season. Also, 22x6" studs
should be used to replace wood walls that experience ex-
cessive heat loss. This extra space will allow more room
for insulation in order to increase the wall's total
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resistance. Many question the cost of using 2"x6"
studs. Since larger studs can be spaced 2 feet on center
instead of 16 inches on center, the amount of wood used
is approximately the same.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Energy, like shelter and food, is a necessity. However,
recent price escalations and limited supplies threaten
our nation's ability to supply fuels at a price that can
be afforded by all citizens. In Highland Park, the rising
costs of ownership (which is partially attributed to
energy prices), makes it increasingly difficult to:
expand homeownership opportunities; provide decent housing
at affordable rents; and, maintain and improve the housing
stock. Collectively, these obstacles and the economic
forces that create them, have disproportionate impact on
all low-income communities.
Government has a key role in assisting low and moderate
income households in coping with the energy crisis. Since
residential energy conservation is a national priority,
RAP has a good chance of receiving funds to carry out
energy-related programs in Highland Park. RAP, more so
than existing city-wide programs, offers a unique
opportunity to leverage energy conservation appropriations
in a manner that can be used as a positive community devel-
opment tool. In addition to helping families conserve
energy, an energy conservation program that considers all
the needs of Highland Park has the potential to address
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other issues that are also national priorities:
emergency assistance for the elderly; and teenage unem-
ployment.
Highland Park's sizable teenage population is an under-
utilized resourse that, if properly supervised, can yield
unlimited benefits for the community. If funding is
available, RAP can provide meaningful employment by
initiating a weatherization program for the buildings
that they manage as well as by providing technical assist-
ance and subsidies to other homeowners and tenants. RAP
can use its existing social programs to channel youth into
meaningful part-time and/or full-time jobs.
The pressure to sale (which is bought about be'cause
of the rising costs of ownership) threatens neighborhood
revitalization efforts as homeowners consider relocating
in other areas that have an ample supply of good rental
housing. Since 35% of the homeowners in Highland Park
are over age 62, such a program will help elderly and other
lower-income homeowners combat rising prices.
In pursuing a community-based approach, the criteria
for measuring RAP's success is determined by their ability
to maximize existing programs and provide additional: low-
cost services; jobs; energy-savings; and educational
experiences. In order to satisfy these requirements, the
objectives of an energy conservation program are as follows:
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1. Coordinate existing programs and provide a referral
service.
2. Provide technical assistance and subsidize the cost of
weatherization repairs for homeowners and tenants in
Highland Park.
3. Upgrade energy management in RAP's buildings.
4. Incorporate efficient energy management in future new
construction and substantial rehabilitation projects.
COORDINATE EXISTING PROGRAMS AND PROVIDE A REFERRAL SERVICE
While the demand for ABCD's free weatherization service
is overwhelming, many are unaware of the supportive acti-
vities that the program offers: workshops; demonstrations;
free literature; and technical assistance. In addition, the
Housing Improvement Program offers financing assistance
(a crucial factor in a low-income area) to acquaint home-
owners with local lending institutions and to help during
the loan acquisition period. To maximize the effectiveness
of these services, RAP should be used as an intermediary
to coordinate existing services in Highland Park. Also,
RAP can interest other civic groups (ie. churches,
Jaycees etc.) to share their resources in order to improve
housing assistance. This will require a full-time
coordinator as well as a part-time secretary.
Tasks Involved
1. Establish a contact person in every program that provides
some type of housing assistance.
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2. Publicize program benefits and requirements.
3. Locate eligible particpants and schedule appointments
at RAP or arrange home visits.
4. Isolate persons having special needs (ie. elderly)
that require services that are not provided by the
programs cited. Refer these individuals to available
programs.
5. Monitor the success of H.I.P. applicants so that the
effectiveness of existing programs can be evaluated.
6. Establish an emergency "hot line" to help residents
during crises. For example: no heat or hot water;
severe infiltration of cold air; discontinued utility
service; limited fuel supplies; inability to pay fuel
and utility bills.
Recommendations
1. RAP can assist other civic groups in starting
neighborhood cooperatives that could share costs and
help each other install repairs.
2. Visits to potential applicants should extend beyond
regular working hours (8AM-5PM) and someone should be
available to make visits on weekends.
3. Many residents are unaware of the Housing Inspection
Departments grievance procedure as well as policies
pertaining to discontinuing utility services. Mailing
list should be compiled in order to circulate pertinent
information.
4. Whenever possible, RAP should assume an advocate role
to insure that the Housing Inspection Department is
upholding the city's sanitary codes. If not, RAP
should find legal representation for the effected house-
holds.
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PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND SUBSIDIZE THE COST OF
WEATHERIZATION REPAIRS FOR HOMEOWNERS AND TENANTS
RAP should provide a weatherization program that will
be an extension of ABCD's services. However, RAP should
emphasize emergency assistance to the elderly and providing
jobs for Highland Park's youth. Under the proper super-
vision and with the help of training programs, inexperienced
workers can competently carry out infiltration repairs as
well as install insulation. Getting youth involved in
developing their own community is a valuable experience
that helps to stimulate interest in other community devel-
opment activities.
Tasks Involved
1. Establish an advisory committee to assist in planning
and implementation. This committee should include
community residents as well as outside consultants.
2. Investigate liability insurance and applicable laws
or specifications governing a program of this nature.
3. Establish requirements for eligible participants as
well as the amount of subsidy that a household can
receive.
4. Develop a training program and a potential work plan
for typical jobs. This will be helpful in formulating
an accurate budget and estimating the number of units
that can be serviced in the target population.
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Recommendations
1. This phase of the over-all program should be sensitive
to the fact that local unions are interested in whether
or not the program will take jobs away from local
builders. It should be emphasized that the clientele
is not in any case a potential client for building or
home repairs.
2. Make maximum use of workers supported by work study,
CETA trainees, Public Service Employment jobholders,
Summer Youth Program enrollees and other funds.
UPGRADE ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN RAP PROPERTIES
Since retrofitting minor physical and mechanical
improvements is the primary concern in existing structures,
RAP's manager and maintenance staff should develop and
implement a weatherization plan for RAP's buildings.
Chapter two would be helpful in establishing priorities and
in estimating costs.
Tasks Involved
1. Develop a plan for each building. The plan should
outline the physical and mechanical improvements that
must be made. This will insure that critical problems
are dealt with first and that a combination of improve-
ments are installed.
2. After a plan is established, RAP should research the
price as well as the efficiency of available products.
3, RAP should also investigate the cost of hiring a oil
burner serviceman to make annual tune-ups.
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4. Formulate a budget and an over-all work schedule.
Recommendations
1. After heat loss through windows is minimized, RAP
should investigate the feasibility of reducing
furnace temperature during non-peak hours.
2. Efficient shower heads and light bulbs should be
installed wherever possible.
INCORPORATE EFFICIENT ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN FUTURE NEW
CONSTRUCTION AND SUBSTANTIAL REHABILITATION PROJECTS
Efficient energy management - especially in subsidized
projects - cannot be achieved without the full cooperation
of the developer, architect and finance agency. In
determining the feasibility of a potential project, the
added cost of installing energy-saving features must be
evaluated in terms of their long term potential savings.
This is very important since energy prices are rising and
retrofitting improvements in the future will be very
expensive. In order to justify additional expenses related
to conserving energy, RAP as well as finance agencies should
require that architects conform to strict energy-efficiency
performance standards. This will insure that energy manage-
ment is considered throughout the design process, especially
reducing unwanted heat loss and improving mechanical
efficiency.
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Tasks Involved
1. Architects should submit a checklist to their engineers
that outlines efficiencies that the developer and
finance agency wish to achieve.
2. A cost/benefit analysis of physical and mechanical
alternatives should be made. This analysis should
note the impact that each alternative will have on
the final design (ie. form, function, economy, and time).
Recommendations
1. Housing finance agencies (HUD and MHFA) should publish
energy performance standards that will dictate the type
of systems and materials used in future projects. Care
should be taken to insure that these restrictions are
not overbearing.
2. RAP should investigate the potential of developing
solar energy demonstration projects in Highland Park.
3. Solar demonstration projects should be combined with
supportive educational programs (ie. design workshops,
small solar or wind-powered projects etc.) that are
designed for students in Highland Park.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS THAT CAN ASSIST ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFORTS IN HIGHLAND PARK
Recent trends emphasize the need for national energy
policies that will guide future development and help to
allocate fuels more efficiently. Diminishing fuel supplies,
rising prices, and severe winters signal the end of a
carefree era of inexpensive and abundant energy supplies.
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In response to these issues, future government programs
should strive to subsidize utility expenses of lower-
income families, especially in regions where needs are
critical. In addition, residential energy conservation
is an important priority that will influence future energy
policies. Currently, local and state governments provide
property tax deductions for using solar systems and rebates
for installing energy-saving improvements. However, in-
centives of this nature will have limited impact on reducing
heat energy waste in low-income communities even though
the buildings in these areas are more wasteful and expensive
to heat.
The initial labor and material costs of installing
major energy-saving improvements; the rising capital costs
of financing such endeavors; and the difficulty of acquiring
private financing prohibits property owners in low-income
areas from making needed repairs. In areas like Highland
Park, these barriers prohibit the private development of
low-cost housing and make it difficult to implement
community-wide energy conservation strategies without the
help of outside support.
In order to respond to the special needs of low-income
areas like Highland Park and to help decrease the demand
for energy, national residential conservation strategies
must focus on reducing the cost of labor, materials and
capital. This can be done by: subsidizing capital costs;
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offering discounts for weatherization materials (for
individuals or cooperatives); and providing technical
assistance. Since a combination of housing assistance
programs can be used to reduce costs (ie. Housing Improve-
ment Program rebates can be piggy-backed with ways of
reducing material and labor costs) if eligibility require-
ments are the same, community groups like RAP are in a
better position to coordinate available resources and
channel them to those having the greatest needs. For this
reason, one policy prescription for allocating future
weatherization and emergency assistance appropriations
is to fund community-based organizations that have the
capacity to administer such programs. For groups like RAP,
this would be an opportunity to incorporate energy con-
servation as a part of a comprehensive planning strategy.
Also, this gives weatherization programs the potential to
create jobs and promote community involvement.
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